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FOREWORD 

1. Piro* 11 - 16 October 1971 an Interregional Seminar was held in Madras, 

India on "The Industrial Processing cf Rice".    This Seminar was organised 

jointly by UNIDO,  PAO and ECAPE in co-operation nit h the Government of India, 

and was attended by 200 Participants,  Consultants and Observers from twenty- 

five different countries.    The Participants attended the Seminar in their 

personal oapacities, and not as offioial representatives of their respective 

organisations.    The views expressed in this report represent the views of the 

various Working Groups and individual Participants;    they do not neocssarily 

reflect the views of UNIDO, PAO and ECAPE. 

2. Twenty-eight papers were presented on subjects oovering tho whole range 

of processes involved from harvest to the consumer,  including the utilisation 

of milling by-products. 

3. The inaugural function took plaoe in the Vivekananda Hall of the College 

of Engineering, Ouindy at 10.00 hours on Monday 11 October.    The we looming 

address was given by Mr. K.P. Mathrani,  Seoretary to the Government of India, 

Department of Pood and Chairman, Pood and Mutrituion Board.    Dr. M. Karunanidhl, 

Chief Minister of Tamil Madu, gave the inaugural address, which was followed 

by the presidential address given by Mr. K.K. Shah, Governor of Tamil Madu. 

Mr. Mihajlo Mautner (UNIDO), Director of Seminar, Messrs.  ri. von HtQst (PAO), 

V.M. Subramanian (ECAPE) and Dr. P.K. Kymal (Government of India), Co-Dlreotors 

also addressed ths meeting.    A vote cf thanks was proposed by Mr. O.C.N. Chahal, 

Joint Seoretary to the Government of India, Department of Food. 

4. Then followed the election of tho Of floors of the Seminar and the six 

Working Group leaders, and the agenda was formally adopted.    The Seminar 

proper took place in the Indian Institute of Technology, Ouindy. 

5. In the afternoon of 11 Ootober, Mr. P.U. Shanmugham^he Minister of Pood, 

Tamil Hedu, formally opened a rioo processing exhibition organised by the 

Department of Pood and the Nutrition Board of the Oovernmont of India.    The 

exhibition had a number of stands representing manufacturer s of equipment, 

research and business organisations actively engaged in rioe processing. 
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6. The Participants and Observers visited a modern integrated rice processin«, 

complex at Thiruvarur on 14 October. 

7. Groups of related papers were presented to the Seminar and discussed after 

the respective group presentations. Discussion following the presentation of 

the papers was restricted to general subjects, leaving the detailed disoussi on 

to be dealt with by six Working Groups. The Working Groups were requested to 

summarize the current situation in their field, the problems involved and 

their recommended solutions. The material in this report is based on the 

papers presented, and on the findings of the Working Groups. 

IMTRODUCTION 

8. The importance of tho industrial processing of rice does not seem to have 

received due attention in most of the developing countrioa. The green revolution 

has brought into sharp focus the serious deficiencies in the methods currently 

practised from post harvesting of paddy to marketing of rice. Despite increased 

production, the loss of export earnings from rice for a fourth consecutive year, 

and the existence of a widespread concern over the problem of malnutrition, it 

would seem that an industrial revolution in rice processing is urgent if the 

increased agricultural production is to be meaningful in tho developing countries. 

9. One of the objectives of the Seminar was to provide technical and economic 

criteria for potential investors with a view to stimulating investment in 

modern rice processing units which are found to be viable. The developing 

countries should profit from the experience of advanced countries where even 

though rice production and processing is a minor economic aotivity, modern 

integrated industrial processing complexes have been successfully operated to 

maximum economic advantage. Benefit could also be derived from the experience 

of those developing countries in which modernization of rice processing has 

already met with success. 
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10. Speaking of the potential as a whole,  the annual world production of paddy 

is 300 million tons valued at  15,000 million U.S.  dollars,  which would correspond 

toa yield of 3 million tons of rice bran oil of a value of 750 million U.S. 

dollars,  and 12 million tons cf defatted bran with 15 - 20 per cent protein 

valued at 36l/ million U.S. dollars.    These figures once again stress the fact 

that the development of modern agriculture and the accelerated industri al i iati on 

of processing méthode are complementary and mutually supportine    activitios. 

11. It is hoped that the Governments concerned will realize that a thorough 

reorganization of the industry aimed at improving its efficiency will not only 

help to solve pressing economic, political and Bocial probloms, but will also 

act as a profit incentive for large-scale investment in modernization programmes. 

It is equally important to national economies to develop no- and diversified 

export products so that these countries will be less dependent on the export of 

rice which is subject to wide fluctuations in world markets. 

12. The Governments of the developing countries may draw one more lesson from 

the technological advances already achieved in related   fi olds,   suchastha 

processing of wheat and maize.    It would seem essential that a oo-ordinatad 

approach should be made to solving such problems as the effective organisation 

of working time by the grower;    the intensification of rioe cultivation;    tho 

acceptance of n«w rice varieties by the grower, processor and oonsumer;    and 

the modernization of rice processing to ensure higher output.    In fact,   it is 

an integrated process that cannot be solved in parts.    The recent advances in agri- 

cultural technology have raised rice to tho status of an industrial crop, «hieh means 

that the industrialization of rice ciltivation, harves\ing, processing and 

marketing can begin.    The time has oome when rice agro-industrialization has 

to be aggressively pursued as has been done in wheat, maize and a number of 

other industrial crops.    The development of integrated agro-industrial complexes 

which involve the introduction of modern agricultural teohnology along with 

modern industrial processing teohnology and marketing is bound to bring new 

prosperity to the rice producing oountries. 

13.    In retrospeot, the Seminar has indoed stimulated groat interest in tho 

agro-industrialization of rice, and apart from the exchange of technical and 

economic information and data, it has laid broad guidelines for its future 
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h.. *.„ ProPOMd la th0 recomendation. M1UI if iivlemeBtedi ndvwct 

«.» .f «d«!,^ th0 P100 pr0CCS81ng inJustiy and enwe the econMii>! 

the developing countries concerned. 

14.    The need for research,  develops and trains at »rtionai,  region.! and 
international levels i» order to constantly upgrade a* plaM the rlce proee,.lv 

industry asound technconomic foundation .a. recoced * «. *„>„„. 

Effort, in this direction should bo continued and strengthened. 
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CKAPTEF  I 

MODERNIZATION OF THE RICE PROCESSUS INDUSTRY 

(covering parboiling,  drying and milling) 

15«      The technical,   economic,  and food output advantages of modern industrial- 

scale rice processing techniques are substantif 1 in comparison with traditional 

methods.    The modern methods are typically based around equipment employing 

paddy cleaners,  rubber roll  or underrun sheller huskers,  improved paddy 

separators, variouc types of polishers,  rioo grading ecruipment, mechanical 

paddy dryers, and (where used) hot-soaking parboiling equipment.    The traditional 

methods are typically based around use of iron hullt>rs and sun drying. 

16,     The yield and quality of rice produced by modern mills is superior to 

that of traditional huiler mills and the by-products of modern mills oan be 

put to much more economic UBO.    The modern approaches can now be encourriged by 

governments,  international organizations,  and private investors for adoption 

in most of the major rice-producing areas of developing countries today.    The 

state of technological development available today in the fields of parboiling, 

drying and milling is sufficiently advanced and tested that,  onoo dosign is 

adapted to local conditions,  equipment is available offering marked advantages 

of efficiency impro/ement more than commensurate with the higher cost of this 

equipment.    The economic advantages of modern rice processing techniques are 

greatest when adopted on an industrial scale, when separated by-products arc 

put to optimum economic use,  and where local government policies permit premium 

prices for superior quality grades of rice.    Modern rice processing industries 

require very careful planning to ensure proper location,  capacity,  technology, 

and profitable operation.    Management requirements are complex and must not be 

overlooked for successful operation.    Oiven the factors described above,  modern 

rice processing industries can yield a return on investment at least oomparable 

to that of most other industries in the majority of the rice-producing developing 

countries of the world today.    And aside from the economic potential of those 

more efficient industries,  the additional food -output which these types of 

industries can make available oan go a long way towards helping solve the major 

problem of long-term food supply to an expanding population predominantly 

dependent on rice. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

The s-t-or adopted the rPCCfflmendation. ^ embodiei in the ^^ ^ 

Need  for Contin„^ff »^-T-..eatfflent   p^^ ^^ 

I- No  single  »package» solution „m  fit all  countrie. „d loeml 

conditions.    The local economic,  political and .ocial environ^ 

and the  local  tradition, in th. peddy-rioc  economy ^ widely 
and can xnfluence „^ aspectg Qf ^  ^   ^^   ^^ 

etc.   of modorn rice proceeding industrio, which .hould be 

establish^.     Government  policies can either encoura* or 

discoure  investment  in this field.    Local  con^aer ta.te. 

neod to b,   taken int . account alón« with marketing pattern. 
and paddy supply logistics. 

II. There is an urgent  need for „¿in, pre-inve.tme„t appraiaal. 

of these local  environmental condition, affectif th. way. 

and means of accelerating the adoption of modern rice proo...i», 

technique, in oach dveloping country.     Qovernment. of 

developing countries  should be enccura^d to make  wch 
studies to a. ft«, the parafflet,r8 fop „^.^  Qf ^ 

industrial-scale millR in tholp looal-i or to ^^ 

as.irt.onoe  i„ .aking such  studies from „ appropri*. 

international  organization.     T*ese  survey. .hould b. mu 

by qualified consultant, and  should include an appraiaal 

of al.  loocl factors  influencing the establish^  and 
operation  ,f Bodern rico ppooo„lnf indurtpie># 

III. 
The survey reports should recommend the type, capacity, 

location, and number of units which will be appropriate 

for the local condition, and should propo.e the aethod. 

for attracting the nece.aary inve-tcr interest, capital 

technical and sagement know-how, etc. in order to acculi.* 

the objectives as rapidi, and efficiently a. pc.ible. 

Necessary changes in local  government pa4dy-r.ee Policie. 
in order tr provide a climat,    for more T^A „ 

lui  more rapid encourafeaent 
of these  indurne,  should al.r. be  recommended. 
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Meed for Study of the Economics of Modern Rice Processing Indurirlo* 

IV. Little information is available in the literature todny 

concerning the economics of modern rice processing industria» 

suitable for establishmont in developing countries.    Interested 

investors should b; able to obtain general guidelines of 

the approximate investment cost and operating economics of 

»Odern rice procossing industries of different technologies, 

sizes and capacities,  types of operation,  etc.    Planning 

checklists and feasibility study pro formas should bo made 

available tc all interested governments, co-operative groups, 

and private investors.    The minimum economic sise of various 

typss of units should be determined and published, as should 

be the break-even point and variable returns possible from 

alternate types of installations and methods of operation. 

V. It would bo doeirablc for an appropriate international 

organisation to sponsor a major research study of the 

economios of this industry leading to publication of a 

practioal guide to assist organisations and individuals 

in all developing countries who are trying to plan now 

industries in this field.    The study should include the 

preparation of generalised model feasibility reports for 

various types of units which, when adapted to localised 

oost factors, can help to serve as a guide for the preparation 

of detailed actual project feaaibility reports. 

TI* International organizations should also be requested to 

make funds available to provide governments and investing 

organizations with technical and eoonomic consultants tc 

assist with carrying out the detailed pro-invest ment 

planning and feasibility analysis necessary for the establish- 

ment of the first new modern rioe processing industries in 

each developing country locale. 
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Financing New Modern Rice Processing Industries 

VII. Finance will loom largo a3 a deterrent problem in 

considering a spread in the  establishment  of new modern 

rice processing industries.     The major regional and 

international development banks should be  encouraged 

to play a loading r^le in encouraging investment in this 

industry by making foreign cr dits easily available for 

the purpose.    Local governments and banks  should be 

encouraged to establish liberal provisions for helping 

to finance the working capital requirements of the units 

established.    The countries of the primary maohine manufacturers 

should be encouraged to offer long-term supplier's credits 

to developing countries for th>- purpose of encouraging 

establishment  of modern rice processing industries. 

Training Programme 

VIII. The viability of a modern industrial-scale rice processing 

industry depends to a large extent on the availability 

of trained engineers and technicians to plan and operate 

these complex units and of skilled managers to handle 

difficult problems of paddy procurement programmes, 

inventory control,  plant  operation,  rice marketing,  etc. 

IX.        The existing country training institutions with training 

programmes for this industry should be encouraged to 

accept trainees from other developing countries to share 

their knowledge r.nd help fill the gap in training facilities. 

Existing modern rice mill man¿^gement  should be encouraged 

to accept apprentices for training for other new mills. 

Many developing countries mr.y find it worthwhile to establish 

their own specialized training programmes covering the 

technical and management aspects of this industry. 
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X. In support of country training programmes,  appropriate 

international organizations should sponsor the preparation 

of suitable training materials for this industry including 

technical training manual«,  course syllabi, technical 

drawings, photographs end visual aide,  et,. 

XI. International organizations should also consider providing 

management consultants experienced in this industry to 

assist managements of operating modern rice "prooossing 

industries which are encountering difficulties. 

XII. Many existing modern rice mills in developing oountries are 

not being operated to their optimum efficiency today.    Much 

better machinery operational manuals are required than 

those available from most machinery manufacturers today. 

Manufacturers should also provide improved after-sales 

service and training facilities to their customers to 

ensure proper uso of their equipment.    Preventive maintenance 

programmes should be encouraged in all operating units.    As an 
example of the type of content appropriate for improved operating 

manuals, a list of Buggestions is attached for improving rubber 
roll utilization rates. 

Demonstration Plant Projects 

XIII. While the technology for modern rice processing industries 

is largely known and tested today,  it is Ttill being 

constantly improved and do^s require local testing and 

adaptation to looal conditions.    Looal paddy varieties, 

olimate conditions, market preferences,  construction 

materials, etc. vary widely.    Accordingly, where a government 

or other local authority feels the need to establish a 

demonstration plant projeot as the first of its kind in 

a particular locale, appropriate international organizations 

should provide assistance including planning and feasibility 

studies, consulting services for design and implementation, 

training of operators and managers, and, where possible, 

financial assistance toward the oapital investment necessary 

for such projects. 
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XIV.    Demonstration projects should generally be of a minimum 

commercial capacity and should have multi-purposes of 

demonstrati-.n to interested local parties, testing and 

evaluation on local paddy varieties, developmental 

adaptation of equipment for local conditionn and materials, 

and training. 

Small Rural Rice Milla 

XV.    The small rural mill equipped with a steel huiler has 

piay3d an important rolo in the mechanization of rice 

processing in most developing countries to date. To remote 

rural locations where land h. ldings are small, whore the 

number of varieties is large, where paddy transportation 

logistics are not well developed or unusually costly, and 

where there are not means for transporting bran rapidly 

to centrally located oil extraction industries, the stoel 

huiler will continue to servo its purpose in performing 

milling for local rural consumption for some time into 

the future. Hov;ûver, the number of huiler units already 

existing in most developing countries should be sufficient 

so that governments should no longer need to encourage 

or promote further extension of small industries based on 

this technology either fr dehusking paddy or polishing rice, 

XVI.    Machinery manufacturers should be encouraged to carry out 

mere applied develrpment and testing work to perfect and 

bring down the cost of new, more efficient small self- 

contained rice mills of approximately h ton capacity but 

not at the expense of excluding a paddy separator which 

is the kingpin of a modern mill. Where found to offer a 

suitable alternative for replacement of hullers in small- 

volume rural mills, such units should be promoted with 

government backing and financial assistance to the millers. 
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L^cal Manufacture of Equipment 

XVII.      Many items of ecruipment required for inodora rico processing 

industries can generally be fabricated locally in developing 

oountries at a lower cost than importing foreign-make 

equipment.    Examples ar_  silos,  dryers,  mechanical handling 

equipment,  etc. whero considerable  savingB in foreign exchange 

are possible.    Appropriate international organizations should 

encourage the establishment of local equipment-manufaoturing 

industries in each oountry to provide for the needs of new 

modern rice processing industries being established.    Assistance 

could include the supply of technical drawings and specifications 

and consultant aid.    Once a number of modern mills are estab- 

lished in a country,   it is important to have an industry 

supplying replacement rubber rolls.    The technology for this 

process should be made readily available to all  interested 

concerns. 

The Technology for Modern Rice Processing 

XVIII.      The possibility of aflatoxin development in parboiled paddy 

is recognized and studies are recommended to determine the 

extent and causes of mycotoxins and aflatoxins.     If aflatoxin 

levels in parboiled paddy are determined to be critical, 

studies should be made to determine methods to prevent their 

development. 

XIX.      The "under-run disc sheller" type of husker generally gives a 

marked increase in rice output over conventional hullers in 

almost all milling conditions.    Rubber-roll shellors generally 

yield a marked increase in milling output over under-run diso 

shellors when milling raw rioe.    The rubber-roll  shellers 

general^ off er economic advantages over under-run shellers 

where replacement rollers aro readily available at reasonable 

cost.    The correct use of rubber—roll shellers includes 

ensuring that: 
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(a) rollers are  installed properly,  and are parallel 

and flush on ends; 

(b) they are statically balanced and cylindrically 

true; 

(c) they should "be reversed after 24 hours of operation 

to equalize -^oar and maintain differential; 

(d) rollers that  have  started to wear unevenly should 

be removed and turned  en a  lathe  to correct the 

uneven surface; 

(e) rollers should never be operated unloaded in the 

closed position; 

(f) air cooling of rollers and exhausting the air 

chamber will  prol ng roller life; 

(g) paddy fed to rubber rollers must  be clean; 

(h)     attention should be given to bearings and the 

swing-out arm of rollers to prevent vibrations 

between units,  which may lead to destruction of 

the machine. 

Government Policies to Encourage Development  of Modern 
Rice Processing Industries 

XX.       Because  of the advantages to be gained in higher total food 

output    reduction of food grain imports and improved efficiency 

of this major processing industry,   governments in all rice 

producing countries are  encouraged to adopt policies which 

will encourage and promote investment in modern rice processing 

industries.    Where possible,   incentives should be given,   such 

as long-term loans on easy terms, tax or customs duty holidays, 

guaranteed markets, etc.    Rice grading standards should be 

adopted    which permit  payment  of premium prices for higher 

quality grades of rice.    Wherever possible,   free private 

trade rice marketing and rie? exporting should be permitted. 
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Training and consulting services should be provided.    Foreign 

joint-venture investments in this industry should be encouraged. 

Adéquat« loan funds tc finance the large paddy inventory stocks 

required for this industry should be assured.    Local industrial 

development organizations should build expertise in this field 

and should help to promote investor interest in this type of 

industry. 

International Standards for Equipment Performance Rating 
Specifications 

XXI.      There are not at present any uniform rating specifications 

or terminology used from manufacturer to manufacturer to 

compare the machinery being offered for use in modern rice 

processing industries.   Most other industries had adopted 

such standards.    Vory often,  the purchaser of processing 

equipment experiences difficulty in making an objective 

comparison   f the performance or specifications of units 

supplied by different manufacturers.    It ia therefore 

recommended that an appropriate international organization 

should take the load by: 

(a) Deciding on standardized terminology to desoribe 

all machines and performance and rating factors; 

(b) Determining standardized perf rmance testing 

procedures for rice processing machinery in 

relation t> prevalent paddy grading standards' 

(c) Determining a oode of uniform minimum specification 

factors and safety requirements; 

(d) Determining standardized equipment oapacity rating« 

for easy matching of oomponentB and for evaluation 

of a machine's throughput performance. 
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XXII.      Manufacturers  should bo encouraged to adopt  standards 

set by an international organization and to prepare their 

advertising material and quotations on this basis. 

Manufacturera  should also be  encouraged to help users of 

their equipment by providing compra'ensiv? fault-finding 

charts and servicing procedure manuals for ready reference. 

An appropriate  international body should be created to 

implement these  recommendations. 

Improving Paddy Processing Characteristics 

XXIII.      Agricultural  research and extension workers at all levels 

should concern themselves to a greater degree with the 

overall processing characteristics of rice varieties.    In 

developing new varieties,  breeders should co-ordinate closely 

with processing specialists to ensure highest economic 

recovery characteristics of the new varieties.    Agronomists 

should develop cultural practices which will result in 

production of the maximum quantity of paddy capable of 

quality processing.     Simple and practical recommendations 

relative to the best time of harvest for quality processing 

should be developed and published for farmer use.    Agricultural 

extension agents working with rice at all  levels should be 

trr.ined in the  fundamentals of rice processing and should 

work deliberately to encourage th~ use of improved processing 

technology. 

Co-ordination of Research,  Development,   and Training 
Programmes and Dissemination of Available Information 

XXIV.      The appropriate United Nations agency should co-ordinate 

research, development and training programmes relating to 

the modernization of rice processing techniques,  and also 

the utilization of by-products,  rice bran and husk.    Wasteful 

duplication of effort can be prevented by ensuring the 

c llection of information on past and current work and the 

effective dissemination of such information to those engaged 
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in research,  development and training programmes.    It is 

further recommended that the appropriate United Nations 

agency compile a list of material, references, and inter- 

national organizationo,  institutions,  end individuals engaged 

in this fielr1 with a \Lew to collecting und disseminating 

information on their activities. 

Paddy Supply end Prooeasor-Producer Relationships 

XXV.      Difficulties of paddy supply availability and tran «port at i on 

logiartios will often present critical limitations on the 

size and location of modern rice processing industries in 

developing countries.    In planning for any suoh new industry, 

both the quantity and quality of paddy required must be 

assured and a workable collection and transportation system 

devised before establishing the mill.    This muBt be done in 

olose co-ordination with farming groups both in order to 

assure the supply of paddy necossary to operate the mill and 

to ensure a fair market price to the farmer. 

Labour in Rioe Processing Industries 

XXVI.      While reoognizing that modern rice processing industries 

substitute mechanized processes for many taeks presently 

performed by labour in most traditional mills in return for 

marked efficiency imprwemonts,  planners    governments, and 

investors should "be ^accux-aged tc ratain the maximum level 

of local employment possible in areas facing unemployment 

problems wherever the economic advantages of mechanioal 

versus labour handling are found to be nearly equal. 

Need for Continuing International Technioal Meetings 
WorkshopB and Seminars 

XXVII.      The present Seminar on the Industrial Processing of Rice has 

played an extrmely valuable function and has demonstrated 

both the importance of the subject and the breadth and 
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complexity of its scope.     It  is felt that there  is a 

definite continuing need for further meeting» and seminar« 

of this type on an international level to keep intorest 

focused on the development  of this industry,  to share 

information in this fast-changing fiold. and to provide an 

opportunity for experts in the field to communicate with 

their counterparts in other countries.    In addition to 

futuro general international seminars,  it i« recommended 

that smaller specialized meetings should be held of engineer«, 

technologists.,  agronomists,   scientists and economi«t« 

working in the field of rice processing to make detailed 

considerations of various problem areas in depth. 

J 
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CHAPTER II 

foPPY PROCUKEMEMT,  TÌ3TII0,   CRAJDIHO, 

TRANSPOBTATIOff AHD STORAGE 

1".    The discussion us dirscted towards the reduction of losaos in th« above 

activiti-B,  the maintenance of highest quality paddy and paddy product«,  the 

establishment of better standards and quality of products, and maximum economies 

in the paddy-rice industry. 

Sowing; 

18. At present the v-rietal selection of paddy seed is not generally done, 

consequently periods of harvesting vary and high field losses occur. 

Harvesting 

19. Harvesting as currently practised by the smftl]   farmers is governed by socio- 

economic factors, rather than by sound agricultural considerations, tfcsjr harvest at 

lower moisture content to facilitate hand threshing which invariable results 

in shedding,  shattering and lodging losses. 

Transportation 

20. Bags of paddy are oarried by people on their heads, by animal paoks, ©arts, 

bargee,  etc., all of tfiioh cause high spillage and deterioration losses owing 

to ingress of moisture,  insects and other infestation.    In areas of intensive 

cultivation paddy is transported in gunny bags by motorized vehicle«. 

Storage 

21. The paddy is usually stored in warehouses in gunny bags;    however the use 

of silos for bulk storage is increasing.    Extensive handling of the bags from 

godowns into silo receivis* pits incurs high «pillage losses as well as 

considerable handling and maintenanoe costs.    There are also wubstaatial 

losses due to rodents, birds, micr-organissis and insects.    Despite the great 

number of well-designed warehouses, many are unsuitable for the proper appli- 

cation of insecticides and fumigants. 
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Grading 

22. The grading  \nd  selection of paddy to suit  mill  requirement«  is not 

generally practised,   and paddy  supplied by the various agencies which collect 

from   small   farmers  is of varying quality.     This adversely affects the output 

and quality of rice   from the mills»     The proper grading and selection of paddy 

according to established  standards would result   in  economies. 

Storage  of Milled Rice 

23. Milled rice  is stored in bags for long periods,   often in poorly designed 

warehouses to the  severe detriment  of the quality of th    grain.    Under usual 

conditions,   rice will not keep  satisfactorily for periods of more than 2% months; 

brown rice  stores well  as long as the bran and alcurone are intact.    Highly 

polished rice als<   has very good  storage qualities.    The greatest difficulty is 

in the  storing of semi-polished rice where the bran and aleurone are broken. 

In mo3t  developing countries,   s mi-polished rice  is produced because of its 

higher nutritive value. 

Packing 

24. Most  rice is packed in 91? to  100 kg.  gunny bags which are  large and very 

awkward to handle.     Consequently,   hooks are  freely used,   tearing the gunny bags 

which causer, considerable spillage.     Furthermore,   these bags are bulky and 

difficult  to stack. 

General 

25. The paddy-rice  industry includes the  following processing stages«    sowing, 

harvesting,  transportation,   scalping,  drying,   storing,   rice milling,  bran 

utilization,   oil extraction,  animal  f ed manufacture,   and the marketing of rice 

and >>y-products.     Every stop  in this process contributes to the total cconosty 

of the  system and it would be vurr-'ise  to evaluate  any single aspect  in isolation. 

?6.    Research and development  work on infestation control,   storage and handling 

has helped  to reduce and control  the   losse3,  but  there is » need to  strengthen 

and continue this work. 
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RlXXMMDflATIOirS 

The Seminar adopted the following recommendation«: 

I, That the first stage in the paddy-rice economy commence with 

the varietal selection of paddy and that sowing be limited to 

graded seeds which have been tested under the appropriate field 

conditions,    The grain could then be harvested at the right time 

and at the optimum moisture content to minimize shedding, 

shattering and lodging losses.    Furthermore, milling efficiency 

'roula increase ' ith a regular supply of uniformly sized paddy. 

II.        That harvesting be done at the otpimum moisture content, whioh 

would be facilitated by proper seed selection,  enabling the farmer 

to oaloulate harvesting dates.    Assistance in threshing oould be 

provided by the procurement and other agencies.    At present, 

paddy is dried in the open on made-up floors near the fields, and 

it is frequently sun-driod on roads in uncontrolled conditions. 

This contributes to sun-checking and other losses such as bird- 

picking,  and crushing by vehicle wheels, and contamination.    It 

would be preferable for procurement agenoies to purchase the 

high-moisture paddy and transport it rapidly to rural soalping, 

drying aad interim storage facilities. 

III.       That bulk handling be used for the collection of harvested paddy 

as it is eoonomioal and minimises handling losses.    Well-designed, 

oompletely closed carriers lend themselves to inseoticidal sprays 

and fumigation, and consequently infiltration oan be prevented 

at this stage in addition to affording all-weather protection 

to the grain during transport.    The rural drying and collection 

oentros mentioned above should be located within 18 hours trans- 

portation distanoe (depending on the type of transport used) to 

prevent local heating and germination of the paddy.    As the type 

of paddy and its condition are known at the time of reoeipt at 

the oollection oentre, the technical staff at these oentres would 

be able to scalp (rough clean) and dry the paddy to an optimum 

moisture oontent prior to bulk interim storage at the oentre. 

The sise of such storage facilities would naturally depend on 

their looation and the transportation systems available. 
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IV.        That bulk storage of paddy be adopted and that  the following 

alternative systems "be considered: 

(a) Low-cost  conversion and reinforcement of 

conventional god owns, where doors and other 

openings are sealable, with the installation 

of mechanical handling equipment- 

(b) Where new  facilities are being planned, it would be 

desirable  to construct modern bulk storage units such 

as silos or godowns with mechanical handling equipment, 

asration and floor fumigation  systems.   These facilities 

should also bo provided with scalping, drying and 

tempering  systoms.    Parallel  inputs  of paddy could 

be received by these storage  facilites,  one  from the 

rural collection centres in the  form of scalped and 

dried paddy, and the other from the  fields close to 

it  in the   form of high moisture paddy.   These storage 

facilities  should be designed as part of a rice milling 

complex comprising parboiling,   rice  milling,  bran oil 

extraction and other by-product  utilization plants or 

they could be located separately to  supply groups of 

rice mille  or plants processing the by-products.     The 

paddy utilized by these complexes would,  of course, 

be handled in bulk within the  complex and in bulk 

carriers  for delivery to mills outside the oomplexes. 

V.        That the collection  and drying centres have an inspection department 

to determine the quality of paddy received;    and incentives should 

be given to individual farming groups to  supply harvested and dried 

paddy to the  standards required.    Valuable data are available on 

standardization and grading of paddy, and it- is suggested that the 

developing countries establish standards relevant to their countries 

and also for export   (in consultation with other oountries) as soon 

as possible. 
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VI.        That maximum storage periods and stack heights for milled rice 

be determined according to local  conditions.    Freshly milled 

rice should be allowed to cool in the gunny bn.gs before being 

stored.    Fumigation of the rice  should be carried out  striotly, 

and it would be desirable to have the gunny bags impregnated 

with insect ioide.    The delicate grain structure of rice prohibits 

bulk storage owing to the mechanical pressures and stresses 

involved and the vulnerability of rice to infestation. 

VII.        That the weight of the rice per bag be reduoed to between 50 and 

75 kg*t depending on looal needs so that removal by hand is leai 

burdensome and the use Of hooks can be eliminated.    It is further 

reoommended that the bags be tie-reinforced between walls (as in 

mattresses),  to prevent full bags bulging and under-filled bags 

collapsing.     Suoh bags would be stronger and would present a 

large,  though lighter,surface suitable for stacking.     For the 

consumer, smaller and more elegant packing could be provided in 

the form of PVC bags where the quality and type of the grain would 

be visible.    Jute and hessian bags of the best quality should be 

used for the  storage of milled rioe. 
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CHAPTER III 

RICE BRAN AND RICE BRAN OIL 

?7.    Rice bran is a "by-product of the rice milling industry and consists of 

the germ and the outermost layers of the endosperm of the dehulled rice grain. 

It contains about  15 to 20 per cent of an edible oil which,  as experience in 

many countriec has shown,  can be  extracted and refined using modern processes 

and equipment to give a high quality poly-unsaturated  oil with composition, 

properties and uses comparable with corn or cottonseed oil.    Moreover,  the 

defatted bran is considered superior to raw rice bran as an animal  feedstuff 

by virtue of its increased stability,  and protein content,  and as a fertilizer, 

being higher in nitrogen and phosphorous. 

28. Data on rice bran oil  production illustrate that  only a small proportion 

of the potenti; 1  source of edible  oil  is currently realized and extraction 

industries only exist to any    ignificant extent  in Burma,  India,  Japan and 

Thailand,  although rice milling industries oxist  in very many countries. 

Exploitation of this potential could provide a valuable addition to the edible 

oil supplies in regions of the vorld which suffer a shortage of this commodity 

as well as reducing the need  for  soft  oil imports in areas where foreign exchange 

is in short   supply. 

29. Increasing the edible  oil  supply by exploiting the large quantities of 

rice bran available has the advantage that cultivation of the rice plant  is 

familiar and well-established in many parts of tho world,    Increasing the 

edible oil  supply "by introducing new crops such as soya,  groundnut,  or sun 

flower requires considerable initial agricultural development and investment 

as well as education of tho farmer in the tending of a new crop unfamiliar to 

him.    With rice,   only in post-harvest matters are n:w methods and techniques 

required.    On the other hand,   for technical reasons outlined below,  rice bran 

oil production is beset with technological difficulties and its efficient 

exploitation may require largo  serle restructuring of the entire rice milling 

industry with the attendant  social implications.    However,   if re-organization 

of the rice milling industry into larger units is undertaken in view of its 

obvious advantages,   the benefits  should be maximized by including oil extraction 

in the  overall plan. 
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30. The major impediment to the developmont of a rice bran oil industry in 

many countries has been the invariably high free fatty acid content of the 

crude extracted oil making economic refining for edible use almost impossible. 

The free fatty acid content arises because the bran contains an extremely 

active  onzyme-lipase which hydrolyses the triglycerides of the oil and releases 

free fatty acids. 

31. Thus,  if no method of stabilization (destroying the activity of the lipase) 

is used,   rice bran, particularly in countries where temperatures and humidities 

are high,  rapidly becomes vory high in free fatty acid content and unsuitable 

for edible oil production.    Thus,  in many countries where small scale rice mills, 

inaccessible to modern transport systems,   are the rule,  procurement of low 

free fatty acid bran becomes the major impediment to the industry.    Ideally, 

oil extraction mills should be sited close to large mills in order that transport 

difficulties can be eliminated and immediate post-milling extraction of bran 

can be carried out.    These small rice mills also tend to be inefficient producing 

a bran containing large amounts of impurities such as husk,  broken grains,  etc. 

which will lower   the oil and the protein content. 

32. Several methods of stabilizing bran have been studieds   the most successful 

being some form of heat treatment uhioh inactivates the lipase and peroxidase 

and also destroys micro-organisms, permitting a longer storage and transport 

for extraction of oil.    Nono,  however, appears to be in commercial use currently. 

The new XM process (extractive milling) recently developed in the U.S.A. eliminates 

the need for storage of an oil-containing bran by milling in the presence of 

hexane  solvent and shows promise in the production of a low free fatty acid oil 

suitable for refining to odible grado.    One X-H plant of a capacity of 90,000 

ton/year of paddy is reported to be in continuous production in U.S.A. 

33. Parboiling of rice prior to milling also appears to be of advantage from 

the point of view of oil extraction as it is well known that the bran is 

stabilized to some degree and has a comparatively higher oil content. 

34. Some difficulties might be experienced by rice bran oil producers in tho 

marketability of their products.    Traditional use of other oils and fats such 

as coconut oil or animal fats have in some countries led to a reluotance of 

consumers to utilize a new product such as rice bran oil.    Similarly, livestock 

feeders in some countries have had doubts on the nutritional value of defatted 

rice bran and have preferred to continue using raw rice bran. 
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35-    With modern technology, there appear    to be no insurmountable difficulties 

in refining rice bran oil for edible use    The processes of degumming, dewaxing, 

neutralization, bleaching,  winterization,  deodorization and hydrogénation can 

be carried out by conventional methods.    Uses of rice bran oil are much the 

same as those of cottonseed,  corn,   or a wide variety of other soft oils currently 

engaged in world trade.    Its particular areas of utilization in the edible field 

would be as a salad oil,  cooking oil,  manufacture of shortening and as the liquid 

portion of margarine blend.    Its low linolenic acid content and high tocopherol 

content impart an oxidative stability and minimize the formation of rancidity 

and off-flavour«* which can limit the use of other soft oils in a fat product. 

The high linolenic acid content is thought to be responsible for the blood- 

cholesterol-lowering effect and this fact might enable the oil to take advantage 

of the current wcrld-wide swing towards cooking oils and softer margarines. 

36. In the industrial field,  soap from rice bran oil is soft and readily soluble 

and although unsuitable for the familiar hard bar of soap unless hydrogenated or 

blended with tallow or a lauric oil.    However,  it can find a use in liquid or 

soft   soaps served from dispensers or in shampoos for hair,   cars,  and the washing 

of délicat':   surfaces which require  lower temp, ratures. 

37. Oryzanol can be isolated from the oil,   ~nd in Japan medicinal properties 

are claimed for this material. 

38. Rice bran wax whi»h could be a by-product in refining crude rice bran oil, 

though of commercial interest,  has not yet been produced on an industrial  scale. 

39. The medium and high iodine value fatty acide, produced by splitting and 

distillation of mixed rice bran oil fatty acids, could be used in the protective 

coating field as components r>f alkyds or epoxy resins and for the plasticherà, 

incorporated into polymer resin formulations.    Further researoh is required 

in this area. 

40. Protein concentrates can be prepared from defatted rice bran, but commercial 

exploitation of this process has so far been minimal. 

41. There exists a wide gap between the potential and actual production of 

rico bran oil in the rice producing regions and the causas of this have been 

identified as one  or more  of the following: 
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(a) Difficulties in bran procurement due to seasonal rice 

milling,   scattered nature of small scale mills and 

transport difficulties? 

(b) Poor quality bran with high PPA oil and husk and broken 

rice ; 

(c) Lack of technical advice and expertise; 

(d) Defatted bran,  not aocepted by looal livestock feeder 

as a substitute for raw rice bran; 

(e) Traditional use of other oils and fats, e.g. coconut 

oil or animal fats, has adversely affected consumers* 

acceptance of unfamiliar oil. 

RECOMMEHDATIONSt 

The Seminar adopted the following recommendations: 

I. That each country should try to identify the major causes of 

the current inefficiency in the use of rice bran as an oil 

« source, and seek to eliminate them by modernization or re- 

organization of the rice milling industry. It is stressed 

that modern milling techniques aro essential pre-requisite s 

to the establishment of rice bran oil industries, and that 

some form of stabilization is essential if bran cannot be 

extracted within a few hours; 

II. That rice bran oil refineries should be encouraged to use 

modern technology; 

III. That training programmes on extraction and refining techniques 

for rice bran oil should be introduced in eaoh country; 

IV. That international standards on permissible solvents in 

processing rice bran oil and also standards governing crude 

and refined rioe bran oil, defatted bran and other by-products 

should be drafted by an appropriate international organisation; 
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V. That an international technical committee on the extraction 

and refining of rice bran oil and its by-produots be set up 

to advise developing countries seeking to start or to improve 

their rice bran oil industries; 

VI. That under long-term research project« further researoh on an 

inter-regional basis should be undertaken in the following arsesi 

(a) Stabilization of bran; 

(b) Refining and utilization of rioc bran wax; 

(c) Blood cholesterol lowering aotion of rioe bran 

oil and pharmaceutical action of oryeanol; 

(d) Uses of rice bran oil fatty acids as potentially 

valuable by—products; 

(e) Preparation of protein isolate from defattsd bran; 

(f) Comparative studies on defatted bran and raw rise 

bran as an animal feedstuff; 

(g) An eoonomio and teohnioal evaluation of the Ml 

process as to the suitability of its adoption/in 

developing tropioal oountries; 

(h)    Initiating research on plant genetics for increasing 

oil content of bran. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RICE A3 AN INDUSTRIAL RAW MATERIAL FOR THE 

MANUFACTURE OP PROCESSED AND REAPY-TO-EAT RICE PRODUCTS 

42. The major form in which rice is consumed throughout the world is as a 

cooked whcle kernel. Besides this main form of use, several products processed 

from rice have been developed in various countries to provide ready-to-eat 

products which are tasty and versatilo in use and have a long shelf life, e.g. 

rice flakes, pepped or puffed rice, instant or quick cooking rice, canned rioe, 

deep fried crispios, fermented products, rice crackers and wafers, etc. Suoh 

convenient products are appreciated and enjoyed by most rioe consumers. 

43. These products are manufactured by empirical methods which are not 

publicized. Scientific information relating to their manufactura is very 

scanty. The information which is available is covered by patents, consequently 

the various processes are not freely available to all potential users. The 

art-technology relating to their manufacture needs to be converted to a scient- 

technology so that such products of uniform quality can be produced universally. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Seminar adopted the following recommendations: 

I.    That the setting up of a study group on this subjeot by an 

appropriate international organization be urgently considered, 

its terms of reference being to review and report on the 

present state of knowledge in the area of processed and 

ready-to-eat rice products, and to provide information 

particularly on! 

(a) Basic principle of processes; 

(b) Optimum processing techniques and equipment ; 

(o) Problems needing solution; 

(d) Nutritive value and keeping quality of processed 

rioe products; 
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(e) Economie aspects; 

(f) Marketing aspect a ; 

II. That inter-regional co-operation be encouraged and an international 

committee set up to co-ordinate research programmes. 

III. That educational and training institutions be strongly urged to 

include in their curriculu on Rice Technology a section dealing 

with "Processed and rcady-tc-eat rice products". 
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CHUTER V 

PAPPT »«OTILIZAglOW 

44.     A review of the possible rice husk utilization scheme« rerults in the 

conclusion that there ia no single practicable  solution to the husk disposal 

problem which oan be applied on a world-wide scale.    The beneficial use of husks 

must be derived strictly upon the basis of local opportunity, which in governed 

by the economic as well as social considerations of the particular area. 

Therefore, where husk disposal has become either a real or potential problem, 

the responsible individuals must fully utilise existing technioal and commercial 

data as the basis for experimentally evolving a satisfactory disposal technique. 

Any technique so developed can be considered satisfactory only when the husk 

product evolved is marketable in a manner assuring rama** rat ion to the producer 

so that the net return results in a decreased husk disposal oost.    To accomplish 

Ithis,  adequate budgets must be provided to finance the research as well as the 

(highly essential comprehensive market surveys. 

45.     If rice millers are classified as small,  intsrmadiat«,  «nd large,  it 

generally appears that the problem of rice husk disposal is of the san» magnitude 

jas the mill sise.    Thus,  the small miller really does not have a current problem 

in husk disposal.    Similarly, there is prartioally no potential for him as 

regards the industrial scale utilisation of husk.    In the oase of the intermediate 

size milling operation,  strong doubt exists that an economically viable solution, 

from an industrial scale perspective, oan b« found for the surplus husk.    Therefor«, 

¡the intermediate sise miller must become ingsn ous,  concentrating upon all of 

|the possible looal beneficial uses of the rice husk that reduce his disposal 

coats in any way.    Improved crop yields as well as «oologioal and urbanisation 

(pressures affect the larga milling operation because the bulk of th« existing 

classical rice hftsk disposal practices followed by the large mills are woefully 

inadequate.    Consequsntly,   it devolves upon the large miller to reek improved 

|rice husk utilisation schemes.    The large millers should,  in self-interest, 

encourage research and development by actively participating in the finanoial 

support of such husk utilisation efforts. 
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46.      It   is apparent that both fundamental and applied research on rice huak 

utilization  is essential to overcome the mounting world-wide problem of rice 

husk disposal.    To be  fully effective and avoid wasteful  redundancy,   such 

re3earch must be aooelerat -d and co-ordinated under the ae^is of an objective, 

independent   international body,   such as thn United Nations. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The  Seminar adopted the  following recommendatione: 

I. that rice mills owners and their representative organi»ation« 

make every effort to fami li ari z : themselves with,   and fully 

utilize,  the  existing technical and commercial  literature 

now available  on rice husk utilization- 

II„ that each government  undertake independent  fact-finding 

surveys to accurately ascertain the   sccpe of the  rice husk 

disposal  problem in its country.    Based upon these  findings, 

governments  should provide active  support to the rice miller 

in developing beneficial  rice husk utilization projects. 

Such assistance  should take the  form of extension  services, 

the  sponsorship of research,  and appropriate  legislation 

where needed; 

III. that âach  country appoint   a rice husk u+ilization co-ordinator 

who will  be  responsible  for co-ordinating internal utilization 

efforts and maintaining liaison with his counterprarts in 

other countries and  the United Nations; 

IV. that a permanent  international group be    stabliahed under 

the sponsorship of the United Nations to co-ordinate world- 

wide rice husk utilization roa arch and deve 1 opsient.    This 

agency would  serve as a liaison link with the  individual 

country rice husk utilization co-ordinator.     It would also 

be responsible   for  implementing pilot   stage  study programme« 

derived fro« basic research efforts.     Where  such programan a 
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demonstrate a successful potential,  implementation of 

their industrial exploitation will beoone the responsibility 

of those international organisations ourrently engaged 

in these endeavours» 

T.        that the United Hâtions establish an International 

Documentation Centre as a repository and retrieval 

library for world-wide literature of interest to member 

nations, and that this Centre have a section devoted to 

literature on rioe husk utilisation, where all pertinent 

teohnioal and oossMroial data should be available upon 

request• 

TI.        that Rice Prooessinf Research Institutes oarry out 

studies for the beneficial use of rioe husks, «specially 

in context with looal opportunity and requirements. 

All of these efforts should be closely co-ordinated 

with the above recommended international co-ordinating 

agenoy to assure full effectiveness and the availability 

of data resouroes.    See» of the potentially productive 

rioe husk utilisation areas requiring further investirti« 

aret 

(a) anisml feeding 
(b) incorporation into the soil 

(o)   pressing aids 
(d) fuel source (with silioa as an end product) 

(e) production of furfural 

(f )   building Materials 
(g)   low temperature carboni ration (destructive d*till»tion) 

Til.        that in the area of research oontinued effort be expended 

in oonnexion with the development of an appropriate process 

and utilisation of low tesporature carbonisation (destructive 

distillation), the resulting by-products (i.e. tar, light 

oil, aethancl and oarbon) being useful materials for industry. 
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CHAPTER VI 

MARKETING OF RICE AND 1ICK ^PRODUCTS 

47.   The point s that merit consideration in the marketing of rice and rioe 

product 8 are ae follows: 

(a) The introduction of high yielding varieties which have enabled 

many of the former deficit countries to become self-sufficient 

and even to become exporters; 

(b) Changing patterns in ownership and management of land, with 

collective farming in some countries and an increasing number 

of errali holdings in others; 

(c) Poor response to family planning and increasing population 

pressure on land in many of the rice-growing countries; 

(d) Increasing role of governments and co-operatives as large 

procurers and distributors,  with rationing and price controls 

depending on the needs of the countries; 

(e) Greater realization of the strength and frequency of monsoons 

and the need to build up buffer stocks in many countries;    and 

(f) Advances in the curing and particularly parboiling of rice, 

introduction of modern milling and better utilization of by- 

products.    Furthermore,  there is increasing production of 

wet-season paddy in some areas with attendant problems in 

preservation and marketing.    There is also growing agrarian 

unrest with demands for higher wages and prices for agricultural 
produce. 

48.    The world market  is concerned with polished raw rice, whereas dome rt i o 

markets are concerned with under-polished raw or parboiled rice.    There is 

considerable variation in world market prices for rice depending on variety 

and quality, while domestic prioe« generally move within a narrow range 

except  for special qualities of rice.    Irrespective  of politioal idealogie., 
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overnment polioies aim at maximising production with incentives to the 

producers.    Among them,  special mention should be made of the procedure 

[followed in some countries, with payment of an advance to the producer and 

la bonus for prompt delivery.    The system of large-scale storage and periodic 

release to millers,  and control over retail prices,  should also be considered. 

ISome countries provide assistance for the purchase of fertilizers, and services 

lin the form of tractor ploughing and plant protection.    Several countries supply 

|certified seed paddy.    Rural indebtedness,  due to high rates of interest and 

iistress-selling to meet cash needs,  continues to be a serious impediment to 

|increased production in many countries. 

9.    Quality standards for both paddy and rice are assuming greater importance 

in many countries where there are penalties for higher moisture and foreign 

natter in paddy;    and in the case of rice,  higher moisture oontent, higher 

percentage of brokens, discoloured and under-polished grain and foreign matter. 

3uch standards are of special significance in relation to paddy and rice 

»roduced during the wet season.     In many countries,  there aro no scheme« to 

>ay a premium or provide other incentivos for qualities whioh are superior to 

;he prescribed standard.    This situation requires prompt attention in order to 

rti.mdate interest in producing superior qualities of rice for both national 

nd international markets.    While parboiled rioe does not have a world market, 

here is scope to apply the  same incentives to improve the milling quality 

ind to get better returns from soft varieties. 

'0.    While thare is strict government control over imports as well as general 

ontrol over internal procurement and prices in most countries, the actual 

«tent of such control in relation to private marketing varies with the needs 

f the countries and the importance of the crop to the national economy.    Many 

ountries are maintaining large buffer stocks which oan be moved, at short 

otice, to deficit areas.    Lately there has not been much interest in establishing 

nternational buffer stocks;    thus, most countries will have to solve their 

wn problems and, where necessary,  by bilateral agreements. 

'1.    An examination of the marketing situation,  and more particularly the 

ecent shift from a seller's to a buyer's market,  further emphasises the 

mportance of developing agro-industrial combines whioh integrate agricultural 

production,  industrial prooessing and marketing, with all the attendant 

«Ivantages to the eoonomies of the developing countries. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Seminar adopted the following recommendations: 

I. 

II. 

III. 

IV. 

V. 

That governments consider setting up a high-level Paddy- 

Rice Board to deal with all matters relating to the 

production,  processing and marketing of paddy,  rioe and 
rice products; 

That since price policies help to avoid distortions in 

crop production patterns and to prevent rises in consumer 

prices, governments develop such price mechanisms to 

encourage the producer to increase productivity and the 

processor to modernize facilities, while taking adequate 

precautions to proteot consumer interests.    Premia for 
superior quality ricö should als0 be providedi    The effeotive 

implementation of price policies depends on the marketing 

arrangements which should bo so organized as to give the 

maximum economic benefit to the producer and processor 

without increasing the cost to consumer; 

That in controlled markets governments should set paddy and 

rice prices at  such a level to cover the cost  of modernizing 

processing facilities and ensure an adequate return on 

investments made by farmers and processors.    Governments 

should also provide the necessary finance on oisy terms and 

grant tax exemptions at least for a limited period; 

That  in order to improve the marketing infra-structure, 

storage and transport facilities,   short-term and long-term 

finances and marketing research be developed and strengthened 

wherever necessary,  and with the assistance of international 
financing agencies- 

That the marketing techniques and price mechanic, adopted be 

designed to encourage the processing in modern rice mill, of 

a substantial portion of the farmer-retained paddy, which 

amounts to about 50 to 70 per cent of the total production, 
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vi. 

VII. 

Vili. 

IX. 

That  suitable measures be taken by the appropriate United 

Nations agency for the dissemination of information relating 

to technological developments concerning rice production, 

processing and marketing to tho developing countries; 

That marketing research bo undertaken at national and 

international levels to promote modem paokaging,  developing 

of new ready-to-eat rice products and to improve marketing 

channels for rice and by-products; 

That,  wherever necessary, governments build up buffer stocks 

in periods of surplus production to meet future shortages 

and to stabilize prices. 

That a price support mechanism be established to provide a 

minimum floor price and guarantee of purchase to safeguard 

the interests of paddy farmers. 
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AGENDA 
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Monday, 11 October 

Vi vekananda Hal 1_ _o f J he College of _Engi neoring 

Morning 

8.30 to 9.30    -  Registration of Participants 

Item 1: 10.00 Welcome address by Shri K.P. Mathrani, Secretary to the 
Government of India, Department of Pood and Chairman, 
Pood and Nutrition Board. 

Inaugural address by Dr. M. Karunanidhi, Chief Minister 
of Tamil Nadu. 

Presidential address by Shri K.K. Shah, Governor of 
Tamil Nadu. 

Address by Director of Seminar, f'r. Mihailo Mautner, 
Chief of the Light Industrie- Section, Industrial 
Technology Division, UNIDO, on behalf of the Executive 
Director of the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organizati n, Dr. Ibrahim Hclmi Abdel-Rahman. 

Address by Co-Director of Seminar, Mr. H. von Hu'lst, 
Chief of the Agricultural Engineering Service, Agri- 
cultural Services Division, PAO, on behalf of the 
Director-General of the Pood and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations, Mr. A.H. Boerma. 

Address bv Co-Di ector of Seminar, Mr. V.M. Subramanian, 
Chief of the Metals -?.nd Engineering Section, Division 
of Industry and Natural Resources, ECAPE, on behalf of 
the Executive Secretary of th> United Nations Economic 
Commission for ASí?, and thn Par East, U Nyun. 

Address by Co-Director of tho Seminar, Dr. P.K. Kymal, 
Executive Director, Ministry of Agriculture, Department 
of Pood, on behalf of the Government of India. 

Vote of Thanks by Shri G.C.N. Chahal, Joint Secretary 
to the Government of India, Department of Pood. 

Tea  I n t r v a 1 

Item 2: 12.00 Convening of general meeting by the Director of Seminar 
for the election of Chairman, Vice Chairman, Rapporteur, 
Assistant Rapporteurs, six 'Jorking Group Loadoro, and 
Adoption of Agonda. 

12.30 to M.00 Lunch  Interval 
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Afternoon 

Item 3î    I4.OO 

Indian Institut e of Technology 

Introductory Statement by Mr. Mautner,   UNIDO,  relating 
to the Industrialization of Rice Processing. 

Item 4î    14.30 AOS:MISC/7l/64:    "A Review of ^ÄO Activities connected 
with Rice" 
by Mr. H. von Hülst,  FkO. 

Item 5:    I5.OO     - AOS:MISC/7l/67:    "A Review of the activities of the 
International Rice Commission and a Summary of the 
Report of the Sixth Session of the Working Party of 
the International Rioe Commission on the Agricultural 
Engineering Aspeotn of Rice Production,  Storage and 
Processing,  Teheran,   Iran 5-9 December I97O" 
by Mr. Thet Zin,  »0. 

Item 6:    I5.3O     - 

16.30     - 

ID/WO.89/2:    "The Importance of the Rice Processing 
Industry as an Agro-Allied Industry in the Developing 
Countries" 
by Mr. D.W. Oarvie 

Discussion 

Opening of Exhibition on Rice Processing by Thiru 
P.U. Shanmugham, Minister for Food and Revenue, 
Government of Tamil Nadu. 

Tuesday, J_2j0olober 

Morning 

Item 7:  9.00 ID/v/O.89/18: »Harketing Aspects of Rico in Developing 
Countries" 
by Mr. V.S.T. Mudaliar 

Disoussion 

Item 8»      9.3O     - ID/WO.89/13:    "Review of Rio« Processing Techniques" 
by Mr. J.H. Wiaiberly 

Item 9:    10.00     -     ID/WQ.89/4:    "Transportation and Storage of Paddy and 
Rice" 
by Mr. D.J.K. Cornelius 
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Item 10-     10.30   - A0S:MISC/7l/65:     "Handling,  Drying,   Storage,  Testing 
£.nd Processing of Rice" 
by Mr.  A.C.  Huy-manS;   PAO. 

It em 11:    11. CO    - "Recent Advances in Pre-processing   Handling and Thre«hin* 
of Rice" m 

by Dr.  N.O. Bholo 

Item 12:     11.30    - "Recent  Studies on the Structural and Economic Aspecti 
of Grain Storage" 
Presented by Mr. M.  Kuppuswamy 

Discussion 

Item 13:    12.00   - ID/WO.89/7:    "The Status < f the Rice-Bran Oil Industry 
in the ECAFE Region" 
by Mr.  H.G.R.  Reddy:   UNIDO 

12.30 to 14.00 Lunch     Interval 

Afternoon 

Item 1i?     U.00    - ID/WO.89/6:    "Rice-Bran Oil Technology" 
by Mr. Myint Pe 

Item 15:     14.30    - ID/70.89/8!    "Rice-Bran Oil and Max" 
by Dr.  R.V.  Harri«" 

Item 16:  15.OO - ID/WO.89/5; "Technical Advances in Rice-Bran Oil Prooesaii 
by Dr. Y. Takeshi ta 

Discussion 

Item 17:    15.30    - ID/WO.89/19:    '"Studies on the act-:.on 0f Cation« on Paddy, 
yith particular reference to the role of Sodium Ion and 
its application in the preservation, parboilin« and drrtn* 
of Paddy" J   * 
Presented by Mr. V.  Subramanyan 

Item 18:     16.00    - "Parboiling ' f Paddy" 
Presented by Mr    H.S.n. Desikachar 

•Bum 



Ite« 19î     16.30    - 
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"Processing of Rie«:  Studio« on Steeping of Paddy 
and Drying of Steepod P%ddy" 
by Professer A.M. Bose 

Discussion 

Morning 

Ita« 20!      9.00    - H/WO.69/17:    "Investment and Manage—nt Conti da rat lona 
for the Modernisation    f Traditional Hice Kills and for 
the ^etabliahirent of Modern Integrated Rice Processing 
3yste»s" 
by Mr. R. Young 

Ite» 211     10.00    - 'Wodernisati n of the Rice Milling Industry in India" 
by Dr.  P.K. Kymal 

Ito» 2',t     10.30    - 'floderniiation of tha Rioe Milling Industry" 
Prêtent od by Mr. V.S. Aggelai 

Ito« 23:     11.00    - Training for the Rice Processing Industry" 
by Professor A.C.  Prndya 

Discussion 

Ito« ?At     11.30    - ID/MO.89/15:    "Paddy Husk Utilisation" 
by Mr. E.C. Beagle and Mr.  C.A. Beagle 

Itosi 251     12.00    - ID/HO.89/14:    "Padd- Husk Utilisation' 
by Mr. A.E    Chitt-Men 

Ito» 25*1  12.15    - ID/WO.89/23:    "Water Rosistant Cc«p©tite Board fro» 
R100 Husks" 
by Dr. R.C. Basishth 

Di scusoion 

12.30 to 14.00 lunch      Iitcr»»l 



Afternoon 
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It cm 26 î     1 ' . 00    - ID/WG.09/3:     "X-f Process  for Solvent Extractive 
Milling of Ric^" 
Prns ntod by Dr.  J.'f.   Bunnell 

Discussion 

Item ?7:     15 .00    - ID/HG.G9/1I:     "Rico Starch ind Rice Starch Derivatives" 
by Dr.   S.  Barber 

Item 28:     15.30    - lV/,m.¿9/^t)i     "Rice as an Industrial Raw raterial for 
the Manufacture of Processed and Ready-to-cat  Pice 
Product s" 
by Profosror J,   GeJrurai 

Discussion 

Ttom ?9: 16   30    - /iGS-Mir,C/7l/7 3-     "Summary  Report   of Meeting of Expert« 
on the Mechanization of Rice  Production and Processing", 
Paramaribo,   Surinam,   7J  September - 2 October  1971 
by Mr    A.C.   Huysmans,   PAO. 

Discussion 

Thur»da¿#__14 October 

Item 30: Pi 'Id Trip  lasting one full  day,   by a special  chartered 
flight    to v sit  a modern indurtrial rice processing 
complex at  Tiruvarur,   Tamil  Madu. 

Friday,   15 October 

10 PIUIARY  GESTIO» 

Meeting    f the Working Oroupa »pecificd below to propos« 
recommendations for consideration by the 3eminar. 

Working Group I ? Modernisation of the rice milling 
industry. 

H01*.1/»* .?ro*P. IV        Paddy Procurement,   Testing,   Orading 
Transportation and Storage. 

'^ÄV^C 2*1^. J.1}.'-      Ri^c-Bran e*á Tí i co-Bran Oil. 
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Working Group Vf:     Rice as an Industrial  Ra• Material 
       for tV Manufacture of Processed 

f>.nd Rcady-to-eat Rice  Products. 

Working Group Vs       Paddy Husk utilization. 

Working Group VI:     Marketing ^f Rico %nd Rice  Products. 

12.30 to H.OO Lunch      Interval 

Afternoon 

Item 32«    14.00   - Meeting of tho Six Working Group Leader«,   convened by 
the Rapp rtcur,  to consolidate the ir proposed recommendations. 

3at urdayx J 6^Ojotober 

"orning 

It m 3ÎJ      9.00    - Convening of General fleeting to finalize Conclusions 
and Roc Mnendntion« resulting from the Sewin r. 

1?.30 to 14.00 Lunch      Interval 

Afternoon 

Itnm M:     14.00    - Ad ption   f Conclusions, Reco—tendati na and Seminar 
Report. 

Item 351    15.OO    -      Valedictory Function and Addresses 

- Introductory roncrka and summary of ^oncluaions 
and recoemendFtions by Dr.  P.K. Kymnl,   Qovernawnt 
of India. 

- Address by Sh-i   C.   Subramaniam, Minister of Planning, 
Oovcrnment of India. 

- Concluding Addrea« by Shri Pakhruddin Ali Ahmed, 
Minister of Agriculture, Government of India 

- Far eve 11 Addreae by Ghri K.P. Mathranit   Food 
Seoretary,   Oovarnaient of India. 

- Addrcsp and Vote  of Thanks by Mr. M. Mautner, 
Director of the  Seminar   WIDO. 
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LIST OF wufficmwg 
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PARTICIPANTS 

NAME FUNCTION HAILING ADDRESS 

ARAB REPUBLIC OF ECYPT 

Nr.  N*ii« Thabit ATHANASSIUS        Chairman,  Board of 
Management 

Nr.  Mohamed Kamel EL WAKIL Technical Manager 

BRAZIL 

Mr.  Ary HERZOG 

Mr.   Policarpo VITTI 

BURMA 

U Maun« MAUMO 

CEYLON 

Nr.  H.J. K2NDIS 

Dr.   C.L.V.  JATATILLDCE 

ECUADOR 

Mr.   Guatavo RIOFRIO 

Nr.  M.A.  CORONEL 

QUTAMA 

Mr.  K.H. AKEUNG 

Technical Advisor 

Food Technologist 

Mechanical Engineer 

General Manager 

Chief Rice Mil's 
Engineer 

M anager.,  Nat i onal 
Federation of Rice 
Coopérât ive» 

Industrial Promotion 
Engineer 

Technical Officer 

West Alexandria Rice Milli 
Alexandria 

East Alexandria - Edko 
Rosetta Rice Mills 
Nosha-Alexandn 

c/o Instituto Rio Orandens« 
do Arrot 
Av. Julio de Cartilho« 58" 
Porto Aleare 

ITAL 
Caixa Postal 655 
Campinas, S.P. 

Trade Corporation No.   1 
No. 70 Phayre  Street 
Rangoon 

Paddy Marketing Board 
5 Elibank Road 
Colombo r. 

Paddy Marketing Board 
5 Elibank Road 
Colombo 5 

FEMACCOPARR 
6to Piso,  Centro Comercial 
Babahoyo 

Comisión de Valores- 
Corporación Fiarciera 
Nacional 
Casilla 16 * 
Quito 

Guyana Rice Marketing Boari] 
1  and ? Hater  Streat 
Georgetown 



MAKE 

WDM 

Dr.   P.I.  ITMAL 

Dr.   H.A.I.  PARPIA 

Dr.   S.T.  PTPOALI 

Col. I.V. KOSmAL (Ketd.) 

fir.   K.  VATAIhTAJUIAK 

INDOmSIA 

Mr. Kuslimin RASUTIOI 

fir.   So«rojo WiafJODIPOCMO 

KO*E¿ 

Mr.   Hai Kak CHUMO 

MADAQASCAJt 

Mr.  Richard UMDRI/JTJaOLY 

MALAYSIA 

Mr.  Othmmn lin KA1KUD 

Mr.   Sim Honf ODI 
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FUHCTIOlf MAILING ADDRESS 

Executive Di rector i 
Pood and Rutrition 
Board 

Kh^dya Vibhag 
Krishi Bhavan 
Ir- Dalhi 

Director Cintrai  Pood Technolojrioal 
Research Institute 
Mysore - 2A 

Manafer 
(Quality Control ) 

Food Corporation of India 
Link House 
Hew Delhi - 1 

Chinf Exacut ir« CO.  Dandekar Machine Work« 
Limited 
Bhiwandi, Di it. Than* 
Maharashtra 

Director } xni»try of Industrial 
Development 
Hew Delhi 

Mechanical Engineer 

Mechanical Engineer 

Afri oui turai 
Speeialiet 

Enfineer 
Feasibility Studies 

A s« i et ant Controller 
Trade Division 

Industrial Economist 

Badan Uruaan Lofirtik 
DU.  Touku Umar 12 
Djakarta 

D,11. Bofowonto 26 
Surabaja 

"i M   Shindanr-donf 
Sunéonf-ku 
Seoul 

BDPI 
B.P.  8180 
Tananarive 
Madagascar 

Ministry of Commerce 
Industry 
Federal House 
luala Lumpur 

o/o Federal Industrial 
Development Authority 
P.O. Box 618 
luala Lumpur 
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IAHE PUMCTIOM MAILIMO ADDRESS 

MALAYSIA  (contd.) 

Mr. Wan Fustafe. bin Wan AnKAD    Schein« Manager 

Mr. Keow Toi LBOMQ 

Dr. Dante B. da »ADUA 

Mr. Silvestre G. AMBALI3 

SIERRA LBOW 

Mr. Thomas A.  COLI 

Industrial 
Promotion 
Officer 

Associate Professor 

Assistant Professor 

Operations Manager 

Ranchangan Pemasaran Fadi 
and Berat 
P.O. Boi 201,  Tan long Keraag 
K. Selangor 

c/o Federal Industrial 
Development Authority 
P.O. Box 618 
Kuala Lumpur 

Dept.  of /.fri cultural 
Engineering 
U.P.  College of Agriculture 
College 
Laguna 

Dept.  of Agricultural 
Engineering 
U.P. College of Afri oui tur« 
College 
Laguna 

Rie    Corporation 
20 Wilberforoe Street 
Freetown 

Mr. Pi sal KHDMOSJUniAJI Engineer Factory Control Divisi« 
Ministry of Industry 
Rama VI Road 
Bangkok 
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COMSULTAMTS 

MAKI PUMCTIOM HAI LIMO ADDRESS 

-. V.S. AOOARHAL Pretr dent 

3. BARB» 

-. Eldon C.  BIAOLI 

rof essor W.O. MDUE 

jfeeeor A.M. 

Ir   D.K.  CQRKIliri 

\ A.E. 

H.S.R.  OBSIIACMAI 

Chitf,  Cereale 
Laboratory 

Propri ft or 

Aaaistant Professor 

Professor and Hand 

Partner ana Consulting 
Engineer 

Principal Solanti fio 
Offloar 

Scientist 

Eaet India Rica Milla Aaeociation 
c/o Modarn Machiner i «a Corporation 
Ltd. 
12-A Mataji  Subhaa Marg 
Cal<nitta-1 
India 

Inatituda da Agroquiaioa y 
Tecnologia 4« Aliaentos 
Jains Roig,   11 
Tal «neia-10 
Spain 

Tha Beagle Organiaati on 
1201   So. Rirer Road 
Naat Saoraawnto 
California 95^91 
USA 

Rioe Processing Engineering 
Centre 
Indian Institute of Technology 
Knaragpur (tf.B.) 
India 

Repartaient  of Pood Technology 
ani liochemioal Ingineering 
Jadavpur tteiversity 
Caleutta-22 
India 

Engl  «ering Servioca Corporation 
2 X.3.T. Mai du Street 
Kilpnuk 
Madras-10 
India 

Industrial Technology Depart sent 
Tropioal Products Institute 
Culaa*   Abingdon 
Berkshire 
tngland 

Central Food Taehnologloal 
Institute 
Mysore-2 
India 
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HAKE FUMCTION MAILING ADDRESS 

Mr. D.W.  GARVIE 

Dr. R.V.  HARRIS 

Dr. J.W.  »WELL 

Mr. M.  KUPPUSWAMT 

Dr. P.K. ITMAL 

Mr. V.S. Tyagarajan 
KUDALIAR 

Professor A.C. PAIDYA 

Kr   Myint PE 

Professor J.  3AJCURAI 

itole Partner and 
Chief Executive 

Senior Scientific 
Officei 

Direotor of Research 

Super intending Engins er 
(Rice Mills) 

Executive Director 

Managing Director 

Professor and Head 

Chemical Engineor 

DÍT«0t0T 

R.O. Cervie and Son» 
2 Canal   Road 
Aberdeen AB9  2TJ0 
Scot and 
Great Britain 

Oils,   Pats and 'faxes Section 
Tropical Products Institute 
c,6-62 Gray's  Inn Road 
London W.C.1 
England 

Rivi ana Foods Inc. 
P.O. Box 26^6 
Houston 
Texas 77001 
USA 

Department  of Food 
y ri chi  Bhavan 
Ne ' Delhi-1 

Irti* ' a 

Hluistry of Agrinulture 
Department  of Food 
Krishi-Bhavan 
Mew Delhi-1 
India 

17/4 Hungambakkam High Road 
Madras— 34 
S.  India 

Rice Processine: Engineering 
"-r.tre 
Indi n Institute of Technology 
Khar ^pur (W.B.) 
India 

Trade Corporation Mo. 1 
Mo. 70,  Phayre Strset 
Rangoon 
Burma 

Shin 3hokuhin 0i.1«t»tt Shinke 
Kai 
Post No.  162,  Roc« 1002 
Ichigaya Ilsights 
2ß - 4 Iloiusuracho 
Shinjuku-ku 
Tokyo 
Japan 
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MAME 

Dr. V.   SUBRAMAWTAlf 

Or. T. TA08RITA 

Mr. R.C. TASISlffll 

Mr. J.E. WIMBERIT 

Mr. R. TOUIO 
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roHcrioN 

Qneritus Scientist 

University Professor 
and Technical Adviser 

Research Director 

Rice Processing Adviser 

Senior Industrial 
Economist 

BAILING ADDRESS 

Modern Hice Kill 
P.O. Viiayapuram (S. Rly) 
Tiruvarur 
India 

Tokyo Oil and Fat Industry 
Co. Ltd. 
M-10 Iidabaahi 
Chiyoda-ku 
Tokyo 
Japan 

Fltcto Coatings Canada Ltd. 
430 Vanguard Road 
Richmond, B.C. 
Canada 

c/o Ford Foundation 
P.O. Box 7282 
Karachi 
Pakistan 

Iadustrial lwnomlos Coaswltaat 
719 Fl oral •• Drivs 
Pale Alto 
California 94306 
USA 

i 
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OBSERVES 

NAMF FUNCTION KAILIHO ADDRESS 

Mr. Damra AMATYAKUL Chief Engineer 

Mr. Jean Paul COUDOUR 

Mr. Manfred FISCHER 

Mr. William OOLDEN 

Mr. Yasuhiko JOKO 

Mr. YaBuma8a KOQA 

Mr. Ant ero S. MÁMALO 

Mr. Jean-Claude MICHE 

Engineer 

Company 
Representative 
(MIAO) 

Project Leader 

Engineer 

Director 

Agricultural Engineer 

Toohnologìrt 

Mr. Graham Heil  9TEVEM3       Liaison Officer 

Office of the Under Seor«tmry 
of State 
Ministry of Industry 
Ramo VI Road 
Bangkok 
Thailand 

SATEC 
Maruthi-Nagar-Door. 6/646 
Anantapur 
Andhra Pradesh 
India 

c/o Cor' en Ino. 
708 Aurora Boulevard 
CPO Box 2894 
Manila 
Philippines 

Ceylon Ford Foundation Rioe 
Project 
Central Agricultural Researoh 
Institute 
Gannoruwa, Peradeniya 
Ceylon 

Narcrhinodai 6-8 
Funabashi 
Chiba-ken 
Japan 

Satake Seisakusho Co. 
Kita 1-7-12,  Kunitaohi 
Tokyo 
Japan 

M. Palis Street 
Los Baños 
Laguna 
The Philippines 

49 avenue de Conde 
94- Saint-Maur 
Franco 

Overseas Liaison Department 
National Institute of 
Agricultural Engineering 
Silsoe, Bedford 
Herts. 
England 

uhaM^WMHM 
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KÄME FUNCTIOH OBSERVERS 

Nr. Tataro KATO Factory Manager 

Mr. Tasuo WATAXABE 

Mr. Norìo TANAKA 

VT.  K. HTTOT9UMATSU 

Mr, T. TAKAHASHI 

Mr. T. KUSUDA 

Mr. D.J.L. ROGERS 

Dr. R E. PARIER 

Mr. R.E. ARIATT 

Chief 

President 

Chief Enfineor 

Director and Chief 
Engineer 

Consultant 

Project 
Specialist 

President 

Kanemi Sooko Co.  Ltd. 
Ono-Kachi 8710 
Saneki-Gun 
Hiroshima-ken 
Japan 

Export Divirion 
Kyowa Agricultural Machinery 
Co. Ltd. 
Satokeido Mangoku-Shi 
Koohi-ken 
Japan 

Kyowa Agricultural Maohinery 
Co    Ltd. 
Satokaido lfangoku-3hi 
Kochi-kcn 
Japan 

Tokyo Oil and Pats Industry 
Co. Ltd. 
4-7-10 Iidabashi 
Chiyoda-ku 
Tokyo 
Japan 

Tcuno Pood Induatrial Co. 
Tasunaka-Cho 
6-6-10 Tao-City 
Osaka 
Japan 

Kato Oil Mill 
252 Shinaya<4taohi 
Konohana-ku 
Osaka 
Japan 

Rioegrowcrs Co-op Mills Ltd. 
173 Pain Avenue 
Leaton, M.S.W. 
Australia 

The Ford Foundation 
Rioe Process Engineering Centre 
I.I.T. Kharagpur 
West Bengal 
India 

Fl soto Coatings Ltd. 
430 Vanguard 
Riohaond B.C. 
Canada 
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NAME FUNCTION FAILING ADDRESS 

Mr. A.A. JOHNSON Adminietrator 

Mr. I.P. LEONOV 

Mr. V.K. Î1ERZLOV 

Mr. G.N. BOLLENBACK 

Shri E. ABRAHAM 

Chief of Department 

Chief of Research 
Group 

Chief of Party 

Shri A.M. ARUMUOASWAMY   Merchant 

Chief Executive 

Shri I. Sashimeran AIER   Secretary 

Shri P.C. BADER 

Shri S.K. BIKARI 

Shri S.N. BANERJI, DTA 

Shri T.K. BANERJEE Director 
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ANNEX  6 

MglcoBw Addre.s by Mr. g.P. Mathrani.  T.fl.s. 
Secratary to the OovAngwnW Indi». kpartSent of FO^ 

and Chairman. F5oT and^HÜtritionT^l ~ 

ï.'ï^i'Ai^r'16 Chief Mini^-'  Honourable Minirt.I.fdirtinfUi.hed 

I have »raat plea.ure in welcoming you on behalf of the Oov.rna.ent of India 

to thi. Intentional Seminar on Indutrial Procain* of Ri0e.    I a« very happy 

that th.r. are d.l.gate. „0t only from thi. region but from other region, a. well 

We ar. indeed pl.aaed that our country ha. been cho.en a. the venue for holding 

thi. Seminar and ar. appreciative of the honour done to thi. country to hold thi. 

Seminar in India.    We are thankful to UNIDO,   1*0 «id the ECAFS for recogni.ing 

the progre.. that ha. been made in this country in the field of rice proce..ing 

and for accepting our invitation to held the Conference here.    I .hould like to 

•xpra..,  on your behalf a. well a. my own,  our gratitude to Hi. bc.llency the 

Governor of Ta.il Nadu for graciou.ly agreeing to pre.ide over thi. inaugural 

function and to Honourable Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu for kindly accepting our 

r.quo* to inaugurate thi. function.    We feel deeply honoured by their pre-nce 

and their participation in the function.    Interregional Seminar, of thi. type are 

very highly beneficial .ince it enable, .ci.ntirf., technologie., adminirfrator. 

and ether, inter..** in th. object from différant countrie. to meet together 

and to learn fro. «ach other», experience .o that they are enabled to contribute 
to th« eoonoaio progre.. of thoir oountrie«. 

The «abject of thi. Seminar i. a very important one, particularly for th. 

countrie. in thi. ragion.    Rlc. i. the »tapi, food of approximately half the 

population in thi. world.    Over 1f500 million people in thi. region where 9/lOth* 

of th. world», rice i. grown, dérive their auatenanoe fro« thi. cereal.    The number 
of paople relying al»ct .ol.ly on ri0, „ ,taple food ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

in India alone and probably ne le., than 450 million in the Republic of China. 

Out.id. the A.ian ragion, rice 1. the predominant food in only a few countrie. but 

it i. beocing inoraa.ingly popular in «any part, of Africa and Latin Africa. 
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Thanks to what is commonly oalled the 'Oreen Revolution', whioh is a very 

significant phase of development particularly in the developing oountries, there 

is ample promise that the production of rioe in this region is likely to inorease 

steeply in the years to ôÔme. It has been estimated by the P.A.O. in their study 

on agricultural commodity projections for I970-I98O that the total world demand 

of rioe at current prioes would inorease by about 30 per cent to 250 million tonnes 

in I98O. In the same study, it has been estimated that the world output of paddy 

would reaoh 387 million tonnes in 198O from the present level of about 200 million 

tonnes. The bulk of this inorease is expected to be in the developing oountries, 

particularly the main producing countries of Asia and the Far East. This inorease 

in production would be the result mainly of adoption by the developing oountries 

of improved technological practices and of scientific methods of cultivation 

including the use of high yielding varieties of seed, increased use of fertilisers, 

pesticides, etc. 

These figures would show the very important role played by rioe not only as 

the basio food in the countries of this region, but also as a very important 

eoonomio commodity for these oountries. It is obvious that the amount of the orop 

that becomes available for consumption out of what is produoed depends on the 

effioiency of the pre-processing, milling and storage operations. In this, modern 

technology and scientific methods play a vital role Mid unless suoh methods ars 

adopted, the full benefit of the increased production may not become available 

to the produoers and the oonsumers.  It is therefore very fitting1 that UVUX) 

and ECAÎÏ have decided to organize a seminar on suoh an important subject as 

processing of rice. 

There is a common impression that processing of rioe means only the milling 

of rioe. This is strictly not correct. There are many aspects that have to be 

taken into consideration and where better technology has to be applied in order 

to obtain the full benefits of the increased produotion. These aret 

(a) Harvesting in a shorter length of time and at the right stags 

of maturity? 

(b) Handling significantly larger volumes of orops; 

(o) Improvements in the methods of threshing, drying and transport 

of large quantities; 
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(d) Improvement of rioe milling; 

(e) Proper utilisation of by-products of rioe milling?    and 

(f) Development of improved itorage faoilitiea. 

In dealing with rioe processing, i; is therefore necessary to consider all 

these factors because eaoh one of them is sufficiently important in itself to 

deserve considerable research and study in order to ensure that wastage at eaoh 

stage is reduced to the minimum. 

Starting from the operations at the farm level, which involves four main steps, 

viz., harvesting, field-curing, threshing and drying,  inefficient methods oould 

and do lead to wastage of rioe grains by physical loss and spoilage of the orop 

which in turn affects storage and milling.    The ohoioe of the optimum harvesting 

time is an important element.   Early harvest leads to wastage because of the 

pre sonco of ohalky and immature grains, while the late harvest would result in 

a large quantity of sun-oraoked grains leading to a higher peroentage of brokens 

and wastage during milling.    Re sear oh on optimum harvesting time has,  I believe, 

been oarried out in a number of countries under different climat i o oonditions, 

but it appears the results do not seem to have been standardised yet.    It is 

necessary to bestow attention on this aspeot as the suooess of the succeeding 

operations like milling, etc, would, to a very large extent, be dependent on the 

harvesting of the paddy at the optimum time. 

After the paddy has been out, the usual praotioe is to leave it bound in 

sheaths on the ground or stacked in a variety of ways to facilitate drying.    The 

looal weather conditions and with it tin ohoioe of techniques diffor, but the 

inadequate milling yields that are often obtained oloarly demonstrate that the 

methods that are being used in many countries are not suitable for ensuring the 

optimum quality of rioe after milling.    Hot much work seems to have been done in 

this regard particularly to determine the best possible way of ensuring proper 

curing and drying without damage to the grains.    It will have to be considered 

how far it is praotioable to replaco field drying by more efficient meohanioal 

or ohemioal methods.    This is particularly necessary in areas where due to 

climat i o oonditions paddy has to be harvested with a very high degree of moisture. 

Some work in this direction is being done in the rioe milling complex at 

Thiruvarur whioh the delegates will be visiting on the 14th instant.    Since, with 

the introduction of multiple cropping in many of the countries in this region 
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the possibility of large quantities of paddy being harvested during the rainy 

season is increasing,  it is neoessary to make a systematic study of the develop- 

ment of ß imple inexpensive methods of drying paddy when harvested under very 

moist conditions. 

Coming to milling proper, it is seen that there is scope for considerable 

improvement.    In many of the countries in this region,  the number of rice mills 

of diverse varieties is very large.    There are,  for example, no less than 48,000 

large and small rice mills in India,  over 40,000 in Japan and about 15,000 in 

Thailand.    Most of the mills at prosent in use are old and their effioienoy is 

low.    Though India and some other countries in this region have taken steps to 

introduoe modern rioe milling methods,  the progress in this direotion has been 

rather slow.    While large-scale mills are useful for that part of the orop whioh 

is sold from the farm to Governmental agencies or large traders, a substantial 

part of the crop that is used for consumption in the producing areas is handled 

by small hullers which thrive because of their proximity to the farm and because 

the rice that is milled for home consumption by produoers is in small quantities 

and is milled at frequent intervals.    The yield from suoh mills, however,  is low 

and the percentage of brokens is rather high.    In India, we have been oonaoious of 

this problem and have been trying to take some steps to replaoe the old and 

inefficient machinery with modern machinery.    To serve as demonstration units, 

seven modern rice mills were set up in various States in the country and after 

running them for some time and assessing their advantages, the Pood Corporation 

of India, which is the major purchasing,  storing and handling agency on behalf 

of Government, is putting up 25 modern rice mills in different States.    In addition 

to this., we are setting up a number of modern mills in the oo-operative sector, 

as alsoisprodag and modernising a large number of the existing oo-operative rioe 

mills.    This, however,  is only touohing the fringe of the problem.   Modernisation 

has to be extended to the large number of small mills dotted throughout the country. 

In order to achieve this, the Government of India have passed legislation to 

provide for compulsory licensing of rice mills and enable the lioensing authority 

to insist on modernisation of the existing rice milling units within a period of 

three to five years.    Along with this,  Government are also taking steps to ensure 

that the requisite machinery and equipment for modernization is available in the 

country and also to see that adequate finance is forthcoming through the banking 

institutions for the private millerß who wish to modernize their mills. 
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Though the advantages of modern rice mills are quite obvious,  »till considerable 

educational and publioity effort is necessary to convince the private rioe millers 

of the advantages of modernization, particularly from economic angle.    In this, 

I am s'ire seminars like the present cne -ould help considerably;    for the problems 

are not limited to this country but to t-1 the rice growing areas in these regions. 

Another point that I would like to refer to is that most of the modern rice 

mills that are in use in this country and possibly in the other countries of this 

region, have been developed in countries with different typet? of oonditions such 

as Germany and Japan.   These mills would have been designed to handle the types of 

paddy grown in or available to those countries.    The paddy varieties grown in 

different countries differ considerably in their varietal aspects and mills designed 

for one variety of paddy may not be quite efficient in milling another variety. 

For example,  it is seen that the Japanese mills which have been installed in this 

country are very efficient while milling short bold varieties of paddy, while they 

are not so ef fi oient in milling long and slender varieties whioh are grown in thl« 

country.    It is necessary to oonduot researoh in this field and to evolve appro- 

priate modification for different varieties of paddy in order to obtain the maximum 

efficiency for the different varieties of paddy.    Similarly, researoh work is also 

called for in the field of par-boiling in order to reduce the oost, so that par- 

boiled rioe, whioh is more nutritious than raw rioe, could be produced without muoh 

additional expenditure. 

Before concluding, I would only like to refer to the importance of the by- 

products produoed during milling,    Tne most important of the by-products is rioe 

bran.   Bran produoed from parVled rico particularly is rich in oil and it improves 

considerably the economics of the modern mill provided bran oan be oollected and 

edible oil extracted from it.    The main problem in this is that the oil in the rioe- 

bran quickly beoones rancid, so that unless the bran can be oonveyed very quiokly 

to the extraction unit, the resultant oil is not good enough for edible purposes. 

There is soope for researoh in stabili zing the oil in the rioe bran.   This will add 

considerably to the economy of the countries in this region whioh are generally 

short in edible oils.   The defatted rioe bran is a very good souroe of protein and 

could even be used in helping in the nutrition programmes that are being undertaken 

in different countries in these ragions. 
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I do not think I need say much about the importance of storage.    While aotion 

i8 being taken in most  of the countries at the government level to improve storage 

facilities and to reduce loss in storage,   the quality of storage,  particularly 

at the farm level,  leaves much to be desired.    In India, we have taken up some 

schomeB for improvement of storage at the farm level by designing and distributing 

bins which are suitable for the purpose.    But a lot more work is to be done in this 

sphere - particularly in the field of extension with a view to popularizing oheap 

and effective types of storage among the farmers in order to reduce storage loss 

at the level of the producer. 

I have only attempted to outline very briefly what I feel are the most 

important aspects of the field of rice processing.    Many of these aspects will be 

dealt with during this Seminar and a number of papers dealing with this will be 

read and discussed.    We,  in India,  are looking forward with a great deal of interest 

to the discussions in this Seminar and to the conclusions that will emerge, which 

I am suro would help us in no small measure in ensuring that maximum quantity of 

rice out of the paddy that is produced is made available to the consumers. 

I thank all of you once again for responding to the invitation and for agreeing 

to participate in thi3 Seminar,    iie,  on our part,  have tried to make suitable 

arrangements for your stay here and for your participation in the Seminar and I 

hope you will have a very pleasant and confortable stay here.    In the end,  I should 

like to thank again His Excellency the Governor of Tamil Madu and the Honourable 

Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu and Honourable Ministers of Tamil Nadu for sparing a 

part of their valuable time for this important developmental activity. 
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Chief Minister of Tamil Badu 

Dear Oovernor, colleagues and friands, 

On behalf of the State of Tamil *adu,  I extend a hearty -«loom« to tha 

delegates aad vieitore who have come to attend this Seminar from various oouatries 

and from other States of India, and on behalf of th« people of Tamil ladu, I thank 

the UN Industrial Development Organisation, ECAR and FkO who have taken all the 
pains to oonduot this Seminar. 

It is most appropriate that this Seminar is held in Tamil Madu, the State 

which has come out with flying oolours in tiding over the orisis of acute food 

shortage and severe drought conditions and paved the way for the suooessful 

implementation of the "Oreen Revolution" in this part of our oountry.   This «as 

possible mainly due to the aotive oo-operation extended by the people and by the 
official« to the Ooverament in this direction. 

The bas i o wants of any man, to whichever oountry he belongs, are food, 

clothing and a house to live in.    Pbod is essential for man's living so also 

olothing to proteot the modesty of man and he requires a house to live in.    Nan 

is worried about his food more, as without it, he oannot survive at all.    The« 

only he oan think about clothing and shelter.    Rio* oooupies a more important 

plaoe among other food grains.   The rice available should be fit for eating and 

also nutritious and it should also be available at a reasonable rate.   All 

Government s are oonoent rating on the prooeasing aad devising of various measures 

to aohieve this end and also taking efforts to train the agriculturist e in auf silting 

food production.   Agrioulture is the main occupation in Tamil Madu and I hop« that 

the deliberations and discussion« at this Seminar will be most fruitful to our 
people. 

The Food Corporation of India has installed many modern rioe-mills in Tamil 

Nadu.    In addition to that, we have also started many modern rioe mills, under tha 

oo-operative seotor.   A rioe-bran oil mill la being suooessfully run in Tamil late. 

It has been decided to start more mills on similar lines.    The age-long food 
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control has been lifted.    Compulsory procurement has been dispensed with in this 

State.    It gives me great pleasure that this Seminar is conducted at the most 

opportune moment, when people in Tamil Nadu are happy over these developments 

that  have taken place in recent years. 

When there was a serious shortage of rice and when the price of rice was 

soaring up beyond the reach of the poor and downtrodden people and they were 

struggling hard to make both ends meet,  our late Chief Minister »Anna'  introduced 

the  'Rupee a Measure* Scheme at Madras and Coimbatore cities and their suburban 

areas.    This had an immediate and remarkable effect.    The rise in the price of 

rice and other food grains was controlled.    Simultaneously concrete measures were 

taken to increa e food production.    Thanks to the dynamic approach made to this 

problem, the State of Tamil Nadu has today passed from a stage of dependence 

to a situation of surplus. 

At present, we are facing many nev problems. When there was shortage, paddy 

was directly lifted to rice mills from the fields. But when rice is available in 

plenty, the question of storage of the stock arises. As such, we have to stook 

the paddy safely and care has to be taken to preserve them in good condition. We 

have to train the agriculturists on this aspect of storage also. How best we can 

do in this field has to be explained to the agriculturists and all help necessary 

should be rendered to them. 

There are many modern rice mills with drying facilities in Thanjavur District, 

which is the granary of Tamil Nadu,    lie can attribute two reasons for this.    Paddy 

is being grown in more than 16 lakhs of acres in that distriot alone.    FHirther, 

drying of paddy becomes essential since Kuruvai, i.e.  the first crop is harvested 

during the rainy season between the months October and December.    I understand that 

you are going to visit those modern rice mills at Thanjavur District.    You are 

going to vi sit Thanjavur District at the beginning of the rainy season.    So there 

is every possibility of yourself experiencing all the day-to-day problems and 

difficulties in harvesting,  drying, milling,  etc. prevalent in Thanjavur Distriot. 

You oan have a clear idea of the fertility of Thanjavur District,  the distriot 

from where I hail.    I feel elated in giving you a warm send off to Thanjavur Distriot. 

The capital investment towards the purchase of drying machinery is very high. 

But SR they are useful only for two months in a year,  naturally, the oost of operation 

increases.     Paddy is to be brought from distant plaoes to those mills,  thus adding 
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to the cost. If wet paddy grains aro stored in big storage tanks and air pumped 

into them, it may help in drying "by evaporation of moisture, at lesser oost. We 

oan adopt this as an interim measure. If only husk is used instead of oil, the 

cost of fuel will be reduced. The facilities for drying the entire harvested paddy 

will have to be on a very large scale whioh may net bo economical; as suoh we 

have to devise alternate measures to reduce the cost, 

I hope that your deliberations will help in achieving maximum benefits at the 

minimum oost bearing in mind the basic fact that the conditions aro different from 

one oountry to another and from one place to another. 

When we apply technology to field operations, local conditions should 

neoessarily be taken into account. Where labour is cheap and machinery is costlier 

mechanized handling and highly automated ma^iinery may make the operation costlier. 

That has been the experience with the modern rioe mills« Apart from this, the 

oost of assembling paddy also adds substantially to the overall oost. The oost 

of parboiling contributes substantially to the variations from initial expectations 

and estimates based on whioh these mills were set up. Of course, parboiling 

provides a means of ensuring better utilization of the drying faoility. But it 

will not be possible to set up mechanized drying oapaoity to handly any large part 

of the harvest over a large area during the rainy season. It is therefore 

necessary to evolve means of processing and handling whioh would fit in with looal 

conditions and local costs and at the same time obtaining maximum effioienoy. 

The work to be done will be threefold - the study of the technological feasibility 

of the process; development of suitable equipment and balancing of the costs and 

the benefits in terms of preservation; better out-turn or better quality. Wo 

cannot afford suoh high levels of wastage as at present in prooessing as well as 

storage and handling. But we have to bear in mind that oost will be a faotor to 

be reokoned with since the facilities have to oompete with the existing conventional 

prooessing and methods of handling. 

Tou are gathered here to exchange the experienoe and knowledge gathered and 

the results of studies made under different conditions to meet different contin- 

gencies. I am suro that suoh exchange of information will enable our experts to 

evolve solutions for our own problems consistent with looal conditions and needs. 

I 

n 
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I have narrated certain general problems which arise in Tamil Hadu only.    I 

am fully aware that it  is the responsibility of the Government to find out 

solutions to these problems.    But Government can only refer them to the experts 

who are to find solutions.    Government will provide all facilities to the expert«; 

the underlying idea being the Green Revolution on the Agricultural front is 

followed by a similar revolution on the Processing front also. 

I wish this Seminar all success and I am certain tha* your deliberations will 

be fruitful.    I thank you for the patient hearing you have given me and I thank 

the organizers ence again for having given me this opportunity. 

À. 
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AMXBC 8 

Pr*«id«irtl«l Addraea by Shrl I.K. Shah, governor of Tall »du 

Nay I thank you for invitine M to this Joint TOBO/HO/KAII Interregional 

Sminar on the Industrial Proc«««ing of Rio«?   On babelf of th« Government «ad 

people of Tamil Inda, I have pleeeur« in «eloemlng th« del«getee fron different 

count rio« «ho have COM to «tt«nd this nominar. 

On« of the important prográmame initiated by the Ocveranent during tb« 

Third nan and b«ing oontinu«d in th« fourth nan, 1« th« modernisation of th« 

rio« prooeaaing induetry.   Modern rio« mil« give better perforammo« both in 

quality aa w«ll a« in quantity a« oompar«d to th« traditional «Hating «ill« in 

th« oouirtry.    It la calculated that «v«n on th« ooneervativ« ««timat« of average 

additional return of only 2.5 P«* ©ant, th« annual gain In tame of ««tra rio« on 

th« preeont level of production would be about 1.6 million tonaeo of rio«.    That 

it why the Uhit«d «ation« hav« eponaor«d thi« Int«rraglonal Seminar where nearly 

50 oountrle« are r«pre«ented.    We are beholden that India ha« been ohoaen aa the 

venae for thi« Seminar.   W« in Taail Kadu are particularly happy that th« Seminar 

i« held in Tamil lledu, und«r th« dynamic l«ad«rahip of our Chief mnleter, in 

recognition of the elgnifioant. contribution of Tamil Kadu to the Qre«n lovolution 

in India. 

Th« progwaa in agricultural production particularly in food grain«, daring 

th« laat few year«, hato b««n lmpr..«iv«.   V« oft«n hear the te» «Oreen •evolution' 

to indicata thl« break-thmough on the agricultural front.   Where«« w« w«r« groatly 

depende«t on inporte of foodgrmln«, we are now nearlng a atate of aelf-aomolancy 

and are in a poaltion to contemplate etoppag« of ooneeeeional import« of foodgralne. 

Th© laprovomoat in the production and productivity baa been very iapreaaive in 

regard to wheat.   The doubling of total production of wheat In India fro« a little 

over 12 million tonaea to over 23 «illion tonno« In four ©rep ©oaeon© la rightly 

held to have few paioliel« in recorded agricultural hiatory.   appreciable reault« 

ar« alao being aohleved In the oaae oT rio«. 
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Introduction of hybrid Meda,  improvement and expansion of irrigation, UM 

of inorganic fertilizer», apart from maximising the use of organic wastes and 

intensive plant protection measure«, have helped us considerably.    A network of 

oxtension workers backed by an organization for provision of all the inputs has 

served as a base of this agricultural revolution.    Without intensive utilisation 

of land by way of multiple cropping, we would not have sucoseded. 

Tamil Ifadu has been an active participant in this agricultural revolution and 

has achieved substantial results in the matter of production of rice.    While the 

exotic varieties such as I.R.8 have been made full use of, Tamil «adu had, even 

earlier,  evolved high yielding varieties such as A.D.T.27f Co.25 which are widely 

grown in the Thanjavur delta which is the rice bowl of this State.    Latest in 

this serios is Co.33, named as »Karune».    This has been evolved to »est the need 

for a short duration variety to be grown as the first orop in the Cauvery delta. 

The pressing need in the delta is to ensure harvest of the first orop sown in 

June-July before onset of the north-east monsoon.    A.D.T.27 which had been intro- 

duced earlier had improved the yield substantially, but certain difficulties in 

handling were experienced due to tho high moisture content and germination.   The 

research effort was directed to reducing those disabilities and Co.33 is the result. 

An intensive effort has been made to increase the orop area by extending the 

area under double-cropping.    Special mention should be made of the programa« for 

extending the area under what we call the  »navarai» crop whioh is harvested during 

the summer months.    Tamil Nadu,  I may say,  is unique in one respect.    Thsrs is 

harvest of paddy in different areas for almost nine months in the year because of 

tank irrigation and substantial use of ground water.   The »navarai» orop plays an 

important role in prioe stabilisation beoause this extends the period of harvest 

and cuts down what otherwise would be the lean season by three or four months. 

Intensive efforts to increase the number of wells are under implementation. 

Irrigation co-operatives have been organized for sinking of tubewells.    Such tube- 

and filter-points will help cultivation in Thanjavur delta to extend the double- 

cropping area and reduce dependence on regularity of rains. 

Farmers all over the country have taken enthusiastically to these 

for improving productivity and thereby their own economic condition.    Use of 

high-yielding varieties involves heavier investment on sanares, fertilisers, 

plant protection measures and irrigation facilities.    The farmer needs better 
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oredit facilities for these corti 1er inputs and has to be assured of a ready market, 

Prioe support infus«« confidence in the farmer and ensures price stabilization 

through a network of fodowns of buffer stook organised by the government agencies. 

A large oo-operative network for marketing and distribution and supply has 

helped us considerably  in Tami1  Nadu.    These oo-operative8 have set up a number of 

modern rioe mills and have proviced storage facilities.    It must be admitted that 

the modem Mills set  up are still in the experimental stage and I am eure that this 

Seminar will help the« to devise ways and means to get over teething troubles and 

also gear up their organisation for procurement and marketing so as to enable them 

to utilise lull/ the capacities established. 

Milling in this) State is now primarily by 10,000 hullera.   Thero are a few 

she 11 er units.   The exaasple of the co-operatives will be followed by the private 

trade when the advantage« of the modern mills are demonstrated.    The use of tho 

modern technology and the introduction of latest developments would greatly 

facilitate full utilisation of the benefits of the agricultural revolution.    This 

Seminar will, as stated earlier, help our people to know the latest developments 

and technology so that  maximum efficiency at minimum oost oan be achieved. 

The Oreen Revolution cannot be oomplete without a Rioe Revolution and self- 

sufficiency in millets) and pulses.    I hope this Sesiinar will pave the way for rice 

revolution and will be  followed by similar seminar* on millets and pulses.    May I 

once again extend war« greetings and wish you success in your deliberations? 

il 
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ANFJC 9 

Opening Address on behalf of the Executive Director 
of the 

United Nations Industrial  Development Organization 1/ 

Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I wish to welcome you on behalf of the Exerjutive Director of UNIDO, Mr. 

Ibrahim Helmi Abdel-Rahraan, to this Interregional Seminar on the Industrial 

Processing of Rice which has been jointly organized by UNIDO,  FÄO and ECAEE in 

close co-operation with the Government of India.    Tho Seminar will  endeavour to 

provide potential  investors with criteria relating to the technical and economic 

viability of modern rice-processing at a rather problematic period in the history 

of the rice industry which,  it is seldom realized,  if» potentially the largest 

agro-allied industry in the world, processing some 300 million tons of raw material 

annually worth over 15 thousand million U.S.  dollars to the farmers alone. 

Despite the increase in the production of raw material following the Oreen 

Revolution, export   earnings from rice have dropped frr the fourth consecutive 

year and malnutrition is a more forbidding problem than ever.    This clearly 

demonstrates the oqually urgent need for a new industrial revolution to complement 

and take full advantage of this greatly increased production and the multiple 

potential benefits to be derired therefrom.     Whereas a fen years ago the industry 

was operating most  successfully in a »Feller's market1, it is now having to 

sell to a »buyer»B market» which domande high-quality products of a guaranteed 

standard.   The inefficiency and wastefulness of traditional rice-processing 

techniques are well known and could be minimized by th¿ establishment of a 

modern rice-processing industry which would ensure that the raw material is used 

to the fullest possible extent, thereby avoiding further deterioration in the 

economies of the major rice producing countries. 

It is interesting to note that several  non-traditional grower« and exporters 

of rice in industrialized countries have established modern rice-processing 

industries which,  despite high labour and transportation costs,  produce rico 

and rice products at a relatively lower cost than in many of the traditional 

11 Read by Mr. Mihajlo Mautner, Chief of the Light Industries Section,  Industrial 
Technology Division, UNIDO and Director  of Seminar. 
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rice-growing countries,  thereby provi«« that modern processing systems are 

eotnomically viable.    Thus,  almost paradoxically, industrialized ccuntries 

have become  »trendsetters'  in an industry which is of minor oconomio significance 

to them.    Furthermore,  it seems likely that these very countries with their 

recently introduced anti-pollution legislation will be the first to find an 

economically viable solution to the rice husk utilization problem which the 

developing countries will also be confronted with in the near future.    He are 

oonvinced that the investors«  current discnohantment with the rice-processing 

industry is a temporary phase that can be surmounted by initiating a dynamio 

process of modernization.    It has been calculated that a modernized rice processing 

industry, based on the current world produotion of paddy,  could potentially 

produot,  in addition to rice,  3 million tons of polyuneatuxated rice-bran oil 

which at 250 U.S. dollars por metric ton represents a current market value of 

no less than 750 million dollars.    A further potential source of inoome is 12 

million tons of high quality defatted rice-bran containing 15 to 20 per cent 

protein which is eminently suitable for uso as animal feed and at 30 dollars 

per ton represents a current market value of 360 million dollars. 

Such impressive figures not only indicate the enormous additional revenue 

that would accrue from modernization of the industry, but they also show that 

improved processing methods would successfully oombat the  »second generation» 

effects of the Oreen Revolution resulting from the prolific increases in yield. 

It must be recognized that the development of modern agriculture and aoccleratod 

industrialisation of procorsing methods are two complementary and mutually 

supporting processes. 

The improved efficiency of modern rice processing would result in inoreaaed 

total food grain and by-product availability which oould decisively influence 

some of the most pressing economic,  political and social  issues confronting many 

developing countries.    In fact, most national economies would benefit from even 

a modest increase in total mill output which would act as a profit incentive 

for largo-scale investment  in modernization programmes. 

Among the other aspects of the process of industrialisation emphasis must 

be laid on the export of processed produots.   By developing new and diversified 

export products, the export position of the developing countries would be 

considerably strengthened and their economie? less vulnerable to fluctuation« 
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in the demand for rice on which their exports largely depend. The development 

of export products, oither on a regional or international soale, would lead to 

the establishment of new branchée of industry providing the national econoaiei 

of the developing oountrice with new dynamic growth. 

He believe that the international organisations involved in bringing about 

modernisation of the rioe milling industry should aim at oo-ordinated aotioa. 

However, we réalisa that an/ action undertaken by international agonoios weald 

be on a nuoh smaller scale than measure« adopted by national governments whose 

attempts to sodami so the rioe-milling industry are often frustrated by socio- 

economic and politioal probi osa domandine determined action. 

The agenda of this Seminar appears to he comprehensive,  and yot it reflects 

only to a limited extent the vast issues facing the rioe industry today. 

nevertheless, we are oonfident that the dialogue initiated hore will bring 

fruitful and constructive results, to the benefit of the developing oountrios. 

No are grateful to the authors for having invested so sjuoh  of their valuable 

time in the preparation of their papers,   and our thanks are also due to the 

obsorvors for attending this Seminar. 

He are conscious of the fact that you have all left positions of responsibility 

to attend this Seminar whioh has an intentionally promotional oharaoter.   Ne have 

thus invited experts from both the oossaorcial and governmental sectors who are 

direotly oonoerned with the industrial processing of rioe in the hope that the 

recommendation* made on the basis of their discussions will lead to an effoctivc 

progresse of investment and modernisation to the benefit of the major rioe- 

produoing countries. 

We arc aware of the urgent need for practical solutions and we would aril you 

to devote yourselves wholehocrtedly to this task in both your scheduled and 

informal discussions.   We arc also deoply conscious of tho excellent work done 

by tho Government of India for standing- host to this Seminar and for the excellent 

facilities and support tendered.   The suco ess of this Seminar will be in no small 

measure due to the oo-operation the Cover usent has demonstrated throughout the 

preliminaries to this Seminar. 
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ANNEX   10 

Introductory Statement of 
Mr, H. von Httlst, Chief, Agricultural Engineering Service. 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations 

¡r. Chairman, 

Before joining PAO two years ago,  I spent sovon fruitful years in India. 

am particularly pleased, therefore, that the venue of this meeting is in Madras. 

always felt very much at home in India and am glad to have the opportunity to 
«et so many old friends again. 

In the last two years PAO has started to work closely with UNIDO in various 

'ields,  including the mechanization of agriculture, the manufacturs of farm 

mplements and the processing of agricultural products.    As Chief of the Agricultural 

ingineering Service I have been personally involved.    I am pleased to have the 

lonour to represent PAO and the Agricultural Servioes Division at this meeting and 

o he sitting at the same table as our friends from Vienna. 

Prom Rome I bring to you the greetings and best wishes of Dr. Boerma, our 

»ireotor-Oeneral, for the success of this most important meeting of experts. 

Some seven or eight years ago, the world was faced with enormous problems in 

he production of food orcps and a population explosion that looked as if it was 

ping to outstrip all possibilities of increasing food production within the next 

ew years.      It was-at that time that Dr.  Sen, that renowned son of India and 

»ireotor-Oeneral of PAO, set in motion the studies for the Indicative World Plan, 

o try and establish the steps that would have to be taken to feed the growing 

KDpulation of the world in the period 1965-1975 and on to 1985.    Sinoe thsn, 

lowever, the picture for the immediate future has ohanged radically, although the 

ong term outlook still looks uncertain.    The use of the new high-yielding varieties 

f hybrid mai se, of wheat and of rice, has spread muoh faster than anyone evsr 

tntioipated.    This was helped by a series of good monsoon rains in the Asian sub- 

iontinent and the increasing use of fertilizers.    Incidentally, the PAO World 

fertilizer Programme and the setting up of factories for the production of 

'ertilizers in developing countries isa field in which PAO and UHU» have been 

'orking very closely together. 
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The resulting spurt  in f'-iod production has led to some entirely new problems - 

overproduction,  the creation of large surplus stocks and a trmendous fall in world 

prices, particularly for rice.    The worst  sufferers, as so often happens,  are the 

rice exporting countries of the developing world.    While the USA and Japan have 

been reducing the area under rice,  Japan still holds surplus stocks of over six 

million tons.    The share of the developing countries in the total world exports 

fell to 45  per cent  in 1970,  compared with an average of 64 per cent  during I964-66, 

while the developed countries increased from 23 per cent to 42 per cent.    The bulk 

of the rise  in exports from the developed countries was contributed by the doubling 

of exports from Italy and Japan.    Even more serious was the fall in world prioes 

of rice.     The  PAO export price index (1957-59 -  IOO) fell from 1?9  in 1969 to 104 

in December 1970 ¿nd 89 provisionally in April  I97O.    Furthermore,   concessional 

experts rose to 25 per oont of world trade in I97O from less than 10 per oent in 

the mid-1960*s. 

Those of us gathered hero today,  technical experts from various parts of the 

world, may not  be able to do much to influence the political decisions that will 

have to bo taken to rectify these imbalances.    It is a problem that  PAO is actively 

working on through the Committcje on Commodity Problems which met  in Rome last week, 

as are other UN agencies such as UNCTAD.    But I hope that we,  as technical experts, 

can come up with some technical recommendations this week that will be of benefit 

to the developing countries. 

First  of all, we must assist the countries to improve their milling and pro- 

cessing techniques.    This is essential in order to improve the quality and value 

of rice for domestic consumption and for export,   in ordor to be able to oompete 

equitably with the high standards set by Italy,  Jap n and the USA. 

Secondly,  we should consider the possibilities of alternative uses for rice, 

for example,   for starch making and for cattle ford.    This latter would have the 

additional advantage of helping to alleviate the chronic shortage of proteins in 

the Third World. 

The technical possibilities exist, but can it bo done on an economically viable 

basis?    T hope this is something that will bo considered during the  course of this 

week. 
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But now I want to come to another point.    At the last PAO Conforenoe two 

years ago in Rome, the point was made that the world's number one problem today 

is no longer food production but unemployment and under-employment.    This was 

stressed even more strongly at the Second World Food Congress held in The Hague 

in June 1970.    Here in India ^lone, an additional 10 million people are entering 

the labour market every year.    What an enormous problem and challenge this poBes 

to us.    This is one of the main reasons for the creation of UNIDO,  so that they 

may assist developing countries to set up industries to absorb the constantly 

growing labour foroe.    We for our part in FAO likewise arc giving this problem the 

most serious consideration, of how we can maintain or increase labour utilisation 

through bringing new land under cultivation, the oreation of land ol earano e and 

development sohemes, and through irrigation Bohemes. 

To me as an agricultural engineer this is a very real problem.    How far should 

we go in advocating mechanization?    We know that selective mechanisation through 

the intensification of agriculture can increase labour utilization, as it has done 

in Japan and Taiwan and elsewhere.    We know that inoreased earnings, that mechani- 

zation makefcpossible, will create consumer demands whioh in turn stimulates tho 

setting up of industries to produce consumer products.    And we know that increased 

output of agricultural produots should lead to increased labour requirements in 

the processing industries. 

Two weeks ago, I attended a meeting in Surinam of a group of experts oalled 

together to consider the Mechanization of Rice production.    We have brought along 

with us a draft of the recommend'-tione of this meeting and details of these will 

be givon to you later by my colleague, Mr. Huysmans.    One of the recommendations 

advocated selective mechanization and stressed the importance of intermediate 

technology.    Improved animal draught equipment,  for instance,  can help millions 

of small rioe farmers.    At tho same time,  it oréate s the possibility of setting 

up mainly small-scale and thus labour intensive manufacturing facilities for farm 

tools and implements.    This is a field where FAO collaborates closely with UNIDO. 

FAO have the rosponsibility for carrying out surveys on the state of mechanisation 

of developing countries and coming up with recommendations on the types and 

quantities of equipment to meet local requirements, while UNIDO surveys the 

facilities available for manufacture and comes up with recommendations on what is 

required to expand existing facilities or set up new facilities for their manu- 

facture.    Such joint surveys have reoently been carried out in Burundi and Ceylon 

and more are in tho pipeline. 
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Bearing in mind the major problem of lack of employment  opportunities, we 

must give soriouB consideration to the location and scale of industries involved 

with the milling and processing of rice.    Should those bo large capital intensive 

enterprises,  concentrated in urban contres, with possible problems of logistics 

in moving the paddy to such terminals?    Alternatively,   should we rathor be 

thinking of labeur intensive small-scale industries located close to the point 

of production? 

These are some of the problems I  shall look forward to hearing discussed by 

the many technical experts here with us this woek. 
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AKMEX 11 

Statement OB behalf of th« Executive 3«cretary 
of the . 

Iconomio Coswis»ion"7ö1va»la and the Far East-V 

I brin« to you greetings from U Eyun, Executive Secretary of the Iconomio 

Commi Mi on for Asia and the Par East (ECAFl).      The organisation of this Inter- 

regional Seminar on Industrial Prooeseing of Rio« strikes me as a distinct 

landmark in ova- efforts to develop a vital industry}    it will not only help in 

disseminatine new knowledge and inforsmtion on teohnologioal developments in 

so important a field as the processing of a basic food grain, but also provide 

guidelines for their future development in a large number of developing countries. 

We are happy to welcome the delegations and other participants from oountries in 

Afrioa, Latin America, Auia,  and Europe.    We warmly acknowledge the generous 

hospitality of the Government of India, whose co-operation and generous host 

facilities have made it possible to hold a »eminar of this magnitude. 

Th* large number of technioal documents commissioned for the session encompass 

the entire rang?« of post-harvest rioe processing techniques, and include fields 

such as new industrial technology, handling and processing, eoemonio aspeots and 

marketing.    Th«s« doouments will undoubtedly provide adéquat« background material 
for your deliberations. 

It would perhaps b« appropriât« for me to review her* th« steps taken by 

the ECAIE secretariat to develop th« rice prooessing industry amd the utilisation 

of rioe bran in the region.    As far back as 1965, the first Asian Confereao« on 

Industrialisation (ACI-l) drew attention to the development of farm machinery 

intended to improve the prooessing of agricultural products.    At that conference, 

attention was also drawn to th« profitable utilisation of rio« bran, a by-product 
of the rioe milling industry. 

-/ Read by Mr. V.M. Sttbramanian, Chief, Metals and Engineer in« Section, 
ECAH and oo-direotor of the Seminar. 
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With the advent of the green revolution,   there was an added Ímpetu« for 

modernizing agricultural processing machinery.    The Asian Industrial Development 

Council (AIDC) was created in I966;    with its headquarter« in Bangkok,  it deals 

exclusively with action-oriented projects.    A number of projects in various 

disciplines have been successfully carried out since  its inception,  and many «ore 

are in the offing.    Speaking exclusively of the projects which have a bearing on 

the industrial processing of rice,  the third  session of the AIDC held from 12 to 

19 February I968 at Bangkok recommended that the highest priority   be aooorded 

to the manufacture of machinery for agricultural production.    With this Min 

objective, the Council recommended the organisation of a survey mission to visit 

the countries concerned in the region for consultations, gathering technical 

data,   ouggeating plant sizes,   eto. 

In accordance with the mandate of AIDC,  a fact-finding team on industries 

manufacturing agricultural machinery, which functioned from 3 November 1968 to 

18 January I969,  visited twelve developing countries in the region.    The team, 

besides making other recommendations, placed considerable emphasis on the intro- 

duction of riding paddy tractors and improvement in design of power-operated 

paddy threshers.    On rice processing machinery, the report of the team stated 

that the introduction of nev high yielding varieties of rice pointed to the need 

for improved machinery and techniques for rice processing.    It recommended that 

improvod drying,  hulling, milling,  storage,  and transport facilities be adopted 

to avoid the substantial losses resulting from the traditional harvesting methods. 

In order to examine the numerous problems of the industry,   it recommended the 

organization of a technical survey team to investigate exhaustively the oondition« 

of rice processing in the interested countries and also factors such as dryinf, 

storage, handling and transport. 

The fourth session of AIDC,  held in Bangkok from 12 to 18 February 1969, 

considered the report of tho fact-finding team and noted that the mechanisation 

of agriculture waB especially important in rice-growing countries where the 

introduction of improved high yielding rice varieti  a and the application of double 

cropping had resulted in a great  increase in the demand for farm machinery, 

particularly machinery fcr land preparation,  harvesting and processing of the 

output.    Tho Council felt that development of industries for manufacturing rioe- 

p:-ocG8sing machinery duaerved special attention and recommended that a survey 

team be organised on a regional basia. 
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An expert team on rice-processing machinery visit od nine interested countries 

in the region between 6 November and 28 December I969.    »oting that rice processing 

is the mort important agro-industry in the region from the point of economic growth 

as well as nutrition and monetary value,  the team drew attention to a great deal 

of avoidable wastage and the imperative need to introduce modern technology.     It 

referred to possibilities of improving the tochni<jues of post-harvest handling 

and processing of rico,  involving threshing, cleaning and drying,  storing, processing, 

paoking, and marketing so as to derive a higher milling recovery of rioe, a superior 

quality of milled product,  oleaner by-products, a lower cost per ton of processing, 

a reduction of wastage and storage losses and a better eoonomio return to the 

producers and processors. 

I am glad to say that the report of the AIDC expert toas on rice processing 

machinery (document AIDC  (6)/l dated 9 March 1970) has been circulated as one of 

the documents for this Seminar.    It contains a number of useful reoommendationa 

on re-organising this most important food industry in the region. 

In the related field of the utilisation of the by-product,  rice bran, extensive 

work has been done at the ECA« secretariat, particularly on extraction of rice 

bran oil with a view to augmenting the vegetable oil resources.    AIM at its fourth 

session considered this subject and recommended the  setting up of an expert study 

group on rioe-bran oil industry.    In accordance with this mandate,  such a group 

was set up towards the latter part of 1969.    Its report  (document AIDC (5)/24 

dated 16 January 1970) is also being circulated to the Seminar.    This comprehensive 

report pinpoints the industry's main problem as basically that of obtaining sufficient 

quantities of the raw material, bran;    to this end,   it deals extensively with the 

shortcomings of the milling techniques currently practised and re commendi measures 

for their improvement.    The technical aspects of the stabilisation of the bran 

to prevent lipolysis are also dealt with.    The value of the defatted bran as a 

feedstuff is emphasised and the current  shortcomings as to its quality are indicated. 

Modern technology involved in oil extraction and refining is discussed in detail. 

Investment and operation costs of a model rioe bran oil plant and the economics 

of the production of refined edible oil as a function of the free fatty acid oontent 

of the crude oil are illustrated.    The report gives valuable information on the 

industry as a whole, having in mind the special problems of oountries in the region. 

The recommendations of the group provide positive guidelines for tho development 

of this industry in future. 
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AIDC,  at  its fifth session held from 1r> to 21 January 1970 in Bankok,  in 

considering both the reports on rice processing machinery and nn rice bran oil 

industry,  expressed the view that they provided a good example of the way in which 

AIDC projects can assist  in a practical way the acceleration of economic development 

in the region.    The Council recommended that  the ECAÏE secretariat,  in collaboration 

with other interested international organizations,  organize an international 

symposium in the vicinity of a pilot project   such as Tanjavur in India.     It is 

particularly gratifying to us that this recommendation has resulted in the organi- 

zation of this Interregional  Seminar. 

It  is my fervent hope that this Seminar will previde a unique opportunity for 

exchanging ideas of practical value.    It is our expectation that it will lead to 

many    iccisons for the reorganization of this important  industry in all ths rioe 

prMuoing countries in the world.    We in ECAFE wish to rc-emphasize that we  stand 

ready to extend such assistance aa is possible within our means to holp the 

developing countries in attaining this objective. 

I wish you a most fruitful  session. 
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AJïREX  12 

Address by Co-Direot-or of Seminar, Dr.   P.K. Kymal 
E**011**^8 Director, Tlinistry of Agriculture, 

Department of Food,  on behmrf of "the Qovernwent of Indi» 

Thie 8«minar is concerned with the moderniaation of rio« proccaaing industry 

so as to inprove the entire port harvest handling, storage and prooeBeing of rioa 

fro» pre-processing involving threshing cleaning and dryinf to storing, prooeaaing, 

pnoking and marketing to derive a higher milling recovery of rioa, m amper i or quality 

of milled producta, cleaner by-producte of greater value,  a reduction of et orage 

loaaea and a better economic return to the produoere and procese or a.    Modernisation 

involves change.    In any movement for modernization of this kind, we find on one 

extreme the enthusiastic supporters and on the other,  the die-hard conventional i at a. 

11M enthuaiaata are impatient to put their ideas into practice and argue all in 

flavour of the programme even if they do not have enough facts and figures to Justify 

their oonoepta.    People who reaiat change,  on the other hand, are conservative, 

aoeptio and ohallenge «ven the best available experi «noe and soientifio data.    In 

between, we come across the people who are willing to be  oonvinoed and who are as»nable 

to change,  if the demand for change is supported by adequate facts and figurée. 

People who IM called upon to change have very often genuine doubta and hesitations. 

Theee doubta and he «iteti one are often mixed up with vested interests.    They should 

be convinoed of the need for change and the benefits that would follow from euch a 

change.    It  i a important that the ohange should be for the better.    The enthusiasts 

and the conventionalists who are on the extreme, tend to be subjeotive in their 

evaluation and understanding of the problem.    A more objective evaluation and fact- 

finding enquiries have to be undertaken by the experta in the field and a balanced 

presentation of the resulta ehould be made for the benefit of all concerned avoiding 

subjective colouring as far aa possible and exaggerated statement.    This Seminar,  I 

am aure, will  interpret the existing knowledge in an objective manner.    It ia hare 

that the Seminar can make a very valuable contribution. 
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I wish to refer in this connexion to an exhibition that has been organi ned in 

conjunction with thia Seminar.    This exhibition represent« the experience of a large 

number of expert» and people from the Industry and depicts the current  state of 

development and the knowledge that  is currently available.    The these represents the 

evolution of processing of rice from the traditional to the most modern.    Inter-related 

problems such as the raw material to be processed and other aspects have been brought 

ii»*    to highlight the problems.    The cultural heritage and inevitability of rice and 

rice-processing in India have beon touched upon to illustrate how rice production, 

processing and utilisation is inextricably bound up with the very life of the people. 

The problems involving change are illustrated and some of the techniques to be used 

for persuading and inspiring all concerned have been presented.    Seeing is believing. 

Pilot  study, demonstration projects and exhibition play a role in accelerating the 

process of modernisation. 

Thank you all very much for your kind attention. 



mm 
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ANNEX 13 

•ote of Thanks by Thlru Q.Ç.M. Chahal 

Joint Seoretary. Ministry of Agriculture. 

Department of Food. Government of India 

Tour Excellency, Honourable Chief Minister,  Honourable Pood Minister, Di st in«i shed 
Del •«•te* and Friend«, ' ««•»•••« 

In the end it is my pleasant duty to thank Rit Exœllenoy the Oovsrnor of Tornii 

Nadu for kindly afre«in« to pregile over this morning's function.   Tour Excellency»• 

présenos here hag been a aouroe of great encouragement to all participant«.    We are 

grateful for the remark« Tour txoellenoy ha« made about the urgent probi«*« faming 
the Rioe Proceeding Industry. 

We are al«o deeply grateful to the Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu who in« no 

kindly agreod to inaugurato the Seminar.    Tou have, Sir, pointed out in your Mdress 

the most burning problema which confront the rioo processing industry.   Ne can assure 

you, Sir, that these problems will reoeive the attention at the Seminar and will 

help fuideiagth« deliberations in the Seminar.    Tamil Nadu is already one of the 

foremost States in the country in successfully implementing the problems of moderni* 

•at i on of rioe.    It is in recognition of this leading role played by the Tamil Had« 

government that the venue of the Seminar has been fi ced in Madras.   Under your 

dynamio leadership, we oan look forward to further acceleration of the pace of 

developmental programmo• oonneoted with processing of rice. 

I also thank the Direct or- Oene ral of UNIDO, Director-Oaneral of PAO, Executive 

Secretary, ECAPE for sending their greetings and messages of good wishes on this 

ocoaslon.    It is on account of keen interest taken by them that this important 

Seminar has been organised.    We also wish to convey our • i noe re thanks to the Direotor 

of Seminar, Nr. N. Mautner,  who ha« taken upon himself the important task of oonduoting 

this Seminar.    We also deeply appreoiate the preaenoe, here,  of Mr. Subramaaian of 

ECAPE, Mr. H. Von HHlst of PAO, Co-direotors of the Seminar and for the kind remark» 

which they have made in their addresses. 
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Our sincere st thanks are also due to the Food Minister,    Tamil Madu for 

evincing keen interest  in the Seminar and giving his guidance and help.    We are 

also grateful to the Chief Secretary,  Food Secretary and various other officers of 

the Tamil Nadu Oovernmsnt for rendering us all assistance in organizing this Ssminar 

here in Madras. 

Vie are indeed greatly honoured by the presence of a number of participants 

representing various countries of this region and other regions who have ooae to 

?ttend the Seminar.    We arc bound to benefit immensely from their rich experience 

and expertise on the subjects.    I also thank most sincerely the participants from 

India who have come from various parts of -the country.    Their presence shows the 

deep interest they have in rice processing industry and adopting new techniques and 

practices for growth and prosperity of the industry.    We hope that discussions in 

the Seminar and the occasion it provides for studying the experience in the appli- 

cation of the most sophisticated technology to the aocio—economic conditions 

prevailing in the country will be of considerable interest to the participants 

specially to those who have come from abroad. 

Last but not least,  I have to thank Br. Xymal,  Co-Director and the staff of 

the Food Department who have made all the detailed arrangements for holding the 

Seminar.    They have been immensely helped in their task by the willing co-operation 

and help given to them by the Director of Indian Institute of Technology, his 

colleagues and staff, by the officers and staff of Food Corporation of India, by 

the co-operative establishments, by the manufacturers of equipment and members of 

industry.     I am also deeply indebted to the guests who have come to attend the 

function for sparing their valuable time and gracing the oooasion with their présenos. 
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ABELÜ 

mrnm«ñt"of .»«.>»•.«..    »«    v^w,   mi'v.   rnjvwiiu»,    WfWriUWWW    OI   Tamii   JPljgU 
on th« oooaalon of thc"~op«nintf of the Is' ibiUon 

I M grat«ful to th« organi «er« of this Interregional Seminar on lio« Proc«««ing, 

the United Mations Industrial Development Orfani sat i on, the Icono« io Commission for 

Asia and th« far Saat and th« Food and Agricultur« Organi »at i on of the United 

Nation« and th« Oovernment of India for havinf fiv«n •» an opportunity to dtclar« 

op«n thi« «xhibition and to addrass you on this occasion.   Th« faramra, in «pit« 

of s«v«ral handicaps such as laok of assured irrigation, attacks by rodants and 

p«sts hav« produoed »or« and »or« each year during th« last four y«ar«.    Th«y 

.«•erv» to b« congratulat«d as also the officers who hav« worked hard.    But 

whatever may be the result on the far« front to improv« the production, the benefit« 

of «uoh incr«a«ed productivity will be neutralised if there are los««« at différant 

stag«« fresi the thr««hing floor to the dining-tabl«.    Th« need for preservation of 

grain« and to minimise th« loan at all «taf«« «uoh a« transportation,   «toraf«, 

prooeseing and distribution hav« always be«n «attere of i «port ano«.    While it is 

generally afre«d that proc«««inf in th« conventional huiler» is not the best «ethod 

from th« point of ooreervation, an affectiv« alternativa is not ready y«t.    Th« 

huiler« hav« th«ir advent**««.    They ar« cheap and small units which can be Mt up 

to m««t th« local n««ds.     Oanerally only about one-third of th« production is 

larkattfd through th« trade channel».    Th« rest is oonswaad by th« producers or 

ffiven a« wag«s to the labour.    The loorl practice is that «uoh snail quantities 

are parboil«d at horn« and alllüd in tlw local mills on payment of a «amll oharge. 

Modern milling machinery oannot meet thi« local need since their capacities are 

too large and correspondingly they are expensive.    For Meeting th« local need» and- 

particularly for hulling «mall quantitie« on payment of oharge», they oannot 

replace the huiler«.    It ie therefore neoesaary that snail and oheap units whioh 

would ensure better standards of processing at low processing cost should b« 

evolv«d to replace th« hullers.   Host of the people her« consume parboiled rio«. 

The oo«t of parboiling appaar« to have completely offaat the economies of the UM 

of mod«rn naohinery.    Boiled rice produced by the conventional hull«r« is ohaapcr 

than raw rlc« beoause of the better outturn obtained, whereas with th« modern mill« 

it actually beoomes oortlier than raw rioe.    Th« po««ibiliti«s of reducing both 
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capital cost and operational co«t in the modarn mills have to be examined.    Such 

•xamination should include within its scope the possibilities of modifying tha 

process and the equipment to reduce the cost and it  should not be confined to merely 

improving the operational efficiency because that can only result in marginal economies, 

which cannot  offset the present difference in cost.    The private trader is abl« to 

produce rice of good quality by conventional mathods,  even though if raquirsd to 

•upply to Government he supplies substandard grain and brings a bad name to the 

Minister holding the food portfolio!    The benefits of modern machinery in the 

smtter of conaervation cannot be denied.    The bran produced is more veluabl« sino« 

it is free from husk.    Oil extraction from bran is a profitable subsidiary industry 

and the da-oiled bran is very ueeful as cattle feed.    At the same tin» competitive 

economy would also be a very relevant and important factor if sophisticated machinery 

i» to gain general acceptance and not be merely a State-sponsored experiment. 

The conventional method of handling paddy and rice in gunnies is one of the 

major oauses for the losses.    At the farm level possibly there is no alternative 

because limited quantities have to be collected from numerous producers.    Ivan at 

the distribution point also, the supply to the retailers has to be in auch small 

package, and the flexible package has the advantage that the cost of return of tas 

containers is substantially l«ss.    Use of any  special type of containers necessarily 

involves a return empty trip,  thus adding to the cost and offsetting the advantage e 

in terms of curtailment of losses.    Urge milling units with modern machinery off« 

soope for bulk storage both of paddy before milling and of rice after,  followed by 

bulk transportation up to the distribution points.    Whatever may be the nature of 

the storage,  unless the moisture,  rodents and insects are kept out,  the loss will 

be large.    While transporting the grains fro« the storage to the retail point, we 

have to take them in small packages which are likely to give rise to «pillage.    So 

we should try to have suitable flexible containers which would minimis« «pillages. 

Maximum efficiency at all stages is necessary to ensure an attractive prie« to the 

producer, which would also be an incentive to produoe more and at the «am« time parait 

•apply to the consumer at reasonable price«.    Also,  if the quantity produced in the 

field can be converted with minimum loss in the processing,  I think that not only 

this State but also the entire country should have surplus food grains. 
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In Tamil Kadu the Government handle, a very «nail portion of produce in 

pursuance of the policy either for public distribution or for buffer stocke to 

check speculative trade.    Use of the modern technology on euch a small part of 

the production alone, may not achieve the desired results.    While that may constitute 

a demonstration, unless the cost benefits are also demonstrated, commercial acceptance 
and thereby large-scale use cannot be ensured.    In any case a major part of the 

produce which is not marketed but is consumed only in the local area by producers 

and their labour, can be covered only by equipment suitable for «»all-scale operations. 

Therefore while teohnolofioal improvement, can be evolved and efficient 

»thoda ..tablished, all possible step, should be taken to ensure that the benefit, 

intended can be obtained at reawnablc costs,  consistent with local conditions as 

would enable replacement of the conventional methods, which may be wa.t.ful but 
cheaper. 

On behalf of the Government of Tamil Madu and in my capacity a. the Minister 

for Food I eagerly await the results of the deliberations and I look forward to 

solution* to our problem, emerging from these discussion..    I have great pleasure 

in declaring the exhibition open.    This exhibition a. well as your vi.it to Thanjavur 

will give you an idea of traditional method, a. well a. the modernisation that ha. 

been done.    During your visit to Thanjavur you may al.o oon.ider visiting a con- 

ventional huiler mill as also some purchase centres to get first-hand knowledge of 
the field conditions. 

i 1 
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AMEC >5 

„.   .  Addr,;°" °v Shri C.  anbräunt.» 

Distinguished Quests and friendsi 

» "as very kind of my oolleagc m charge of Agriculture to have invited me to 
participate i„ todays deliberations of this important Seminar.    TlZt 

TTl        TÌUtÌOn *° me'  atol ftkhrU44i" AU *•— ~ «* ~* to refer 
to the step, that were initiated for the modernisation of the rio. prooe.sing industry 

ahort of food grains and rioe was a soarce comity eve» internationally.   The 

aocent    therefore, »as on increasing production in the farms.    Nevertheless in the« 

cri ical day. „f hand-to-nouth existence, with man* an anxious moment looking fr 
»rival of ships « «. port. and „^ of tralna to ^ oentr      *     ' 

r *«T r * Taiw* with 9tGps for ughcr production' —«• -" — * £  "L T" proc"81nÄ of th0 arailable "-** Md tta° -»»» «- >«* 
traditiona! and backward, the technics of processing as practised by ricevili.', 

were no batter.    We felt then that the easting regulation, relating to thi. indurfry 

«. ~^a„ti.lly negative in character, and that effort, should be „»de for modern 
izing processing technics and equipment i„ . phased ^^ invok 

wherever necessary.   as part of the proofs thus initiated, thi. Seminar Z. bee» 

convened and I. am glad to note that many distinguished workers in the field from 

various countries have b.en as.en.bled for reviewing the existing position and for 
chartering the couree of actio» in the coming years. 

We   in India, have a very large number of rioe mill, with varying capacities 

bu   wi h a majority of them being very «ii units.    The tot.! number, I am told,  i. 

a little over 67,000 of which »early 59,000 are the traditional huiler types, about 

5.000 sheller-cum-huller types, and the balance complete .hellers.    The majority of 

rice mills were established in tho 1930-s or established subse,uently but baaed .» 

the design of ,9»...   Ho wonder they have become ob.olete and are inefficient and 
wasteful in their functioning. 
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The loss arising out of primitive techniques of processing has been estate* 

variously by different  scientists and organizations.    Some of the papers that have 

bee, prepared for this Seminar also make a reference to this aspect of the problen, 

The extent of the loss is considerable by any estimate.    Even conservatively, the 

figure for this country should be in the region of 2 million tonnes of paddy valued 
at about Rs. 90/- to Rß.  10o/_ ^ ^ ^ &% ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^ 

The  fourth Pive Year Plan «ticipates an increase from 54 million tonnes to 81 million 

tonnes of paddy during the Plan period.    Without  an improvement  in the techniques 

of processing, the extent of less will be correspondingly higher in the years to 

come.    This I find is a problem common to many other countries in Asia and the Ar 

East even if the degree of waste may vary from country to country. 

It is in this context that I am concerned that the seven modern rice mills that 

were set up during the Third Plan period by import  of equipment  from Germany and 

Japan have not se far sparked off a general replacement trend among the rice mill 

ownors in the country.    I understand that the Rice Mill Industries Regulation Act 1958 

was amended last year making it obligatory for the millers to effect replacements 

and improvements with a view to improving processing performances within a period 

of three years.    Nevertheless,   I have been informed that the three manufacturers of 

modern rice mills in the country have so far been able to sell only about 75 new mills 

and assist in the modernization of 38 old units in different parts of the country. 

While legislation should help to expc lite matters and hasten the process of transfor- 

mation,  legislation by itself »ay not suffice.    It  is necessary to carefully identify 

the factors that have stood in the way of a faster replacement.    The more important 

among these have been covered in your deliberations during the past  five days.    While 

I do not claim to have recently made any close study of this problem,  it seems to 

me that three major aspects require attention.    These are of a technical,  financial 
and policy nature. 

On the technical side,  the average size of the units that have been fully tested 

and adapted in the field is too large for the existing owners of rice mills to under- 

take replacement with their own resources.    There  is also the added fear that 

adequate business may not be forthcoming to such new «ait« in small villages.    It 

seems to me that  some intensive research and devoloproent efforts are now called for 

to evolve mini-rice mills,  incorporating modern methods of conserving and processing 

the graxn.    A few small-sized units have no doubt been developed on a pilot basis but 
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t 

ZiZ      t   I 
be Wed °Ut ln differ6nt Mgl0nS — ««*- —i«« and 

that «. ,roduo.r. of rl0^tUiBÄ ^„^ Hill ooUibc        ,ff, 

OowniMnt in this «ndwvour. «»"vwy wit« 

the.!!: 0?rai ?fiouity referred to iB ^reiated *° *• *•— - * 
1 at     I 1 " the ^ W ~»-*-. th. cost of replacement 

Zìi! *inorml *orrowin* power of the rioe rai11 —• » -¿ * —«. her fore, to have a definite plan of .peoial assistance through bank. and t«. 

lending institutions should be drawn up for assisting the rice mill owner, for 
carrying out their obligations under the amended Act. 

is ^T'T thÄt Z "" Ín mind " •"* WhiCh X W0Uld like "* «"-•- to look into 
i     he s ructure of prices and their relation to the quality of rioe produced by the 

Zll ,   7 "l"^6 °f the Pra0tiCÄl diffi0ultie» * «*"*« a highly differ- 
entiated prioe structure for rice, to cater to rioe cf different variotie. produced 

by different type, of mill.,    Neverthel ome premium for rice that come, out of 

a system that ensure, good quality by cleaning,  efficient removal of foreign matter 

good boiling,  scientific and controlled removal of hudc and bran will be fully ' 

Justified.    The cost of the- operation., which have the effect of «vin« grain for 

the country,  i. quite considerable compared to the co.t under primitive preceding 

techniques.    Ultimately, the ccnmamers, when they are properly educated, will not 

rnind paying a little extra for better processing and for better quality.    Initially, 

however, for this movement to catch on,  some incentive, will have to be provided by 

the Oovernment, coupled with a sy.tem of disincentive, for outdated techniques. 

There i. mother aspect on the technical side about which I have .cm« concern 

and which I would like to aharo with you on thi. ocoa.ion.    This relate, to the 

relative use of labour and capital in the modern rioe «ill..    Having vi.ited mm. 

of them, I have serious doubt, a. to whether we are making a rational combination of 

labour and capital input, in the.e new proces.es.    In labour-abundant and oapitai- 

ahort economies such a. India, it i. n.oe.sary that we do not encourage technique. 

and proce.se. that are unnwe.^rily oapital-inteneive and Ubour-dispiaci«*.    I 

wonder whether «oh a rigorou. .crutiny cf the prece.... .o far develop«! fro. thi. 

point of view of maximum pcibl. labour utilisation ha. been undertaken in reapect 
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12    \ 7 *" ÌnrtanCe-  * " ~ ~~ *» -1 «P-t. connected with 

ahould al be «.«„ auto^tised.    »„ is console scopa,  in „ vie« 

he process^ operations, the speed ^^ ^ > » 

only „echanica! operation would be ^^ if „. mMm ^ ^   ^J« 

r     JT 00m,eCtea "»"•«-••   »« I- "o Particular rea.cn why al^ 
r      ,ta^,»»~— '—*«* ^ >~-    The additif cd c 

. orxn* as paddy.when compared to storing as rioe, ha. t0 be ^^ by ^ „^ 

labcurera     Th s xs »ether area „here intensive „ and 9 efforts wiU,   I hep. receive 

z\z:r  sen,es fr°m 8oientirtsi —* - * —.«r 
One other a,poet that deserves mention in this cents« is the better u.e of 

7Z1 TT ""*" the hU8k and orM in modera -1»- -*-. »1. 
It :       Ì* 0alte8, b0aMS    et°-    In **' ""h tha —*««« of our 
r :Tpr?  teohniques'thc ncod for m"derai21-* °°• «^-ti- 1 TùIZ\ TT -1 proce88l,,í ha8 become partioular» -*• * * vie.,  it x. by held innovations and adaptations in this whole chain of activities 

P« one    „ thT^ : SUCCe9S Ct0ry    f JaPan ln thÍS r08ard-    "- — " »»**- 
TZ , v       , "* ln °Ur 00"rtB' " »"«*. — the anticipated inorale 
» th. Xabour force, durin, the current decade are mch that even „ith th, Z 

be the «inrt», for our popu)ation for ^ E^plc•.« 

11      H T"111*10" "* —^-"t. our scientist., who helped u. to ifcrsa» 

:T::Z:: 
U
" 

than ^a deMde ,o * th° —* —* -- n- to the occasxon once mcre i„ lwrtaf our proce,sing ^^^^     ^ ^ 
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Zìi      ,      ì' " " lt8m °f """* "ti0nal i"^rtMM fOT «* - coorte. 

^- •«**-.. - -* *- * ^, li* with the ^ of ¿ 
»ut alafre » pr.„nt conMrn for „,„„ fctional piwmingi in tto 

« .«-»•« to i^rov, the lot of the «11 far».r, the ^lcultural laboup.r< 

ino«, te th.».    In thl. ! pi„ w hope ^^ „„ tix Mstm teohno 

*-**««- - *~ owelty i. -M- to Cl tho.. »ho, i«. ... to» 
had the pie.«« and privilege ,f working oloeely »tth th.«. 

Ut », i„ oonolueion, thank you oro. »i. for the opportunity you h.« give» 
to »et you .U and exohang. a fm lde„.    , „„ hop< ^ ^ ^„^^ ^ 

thi. ».min«, will h.lp the «Overnet, of rioe-produolng oountrle. .11 over the 

«rid in ......in, th. rtortooming. in the exiting „,„.,,, 6f pr0o...i»g „a in 

drawing up piare and programe» for their Improvement. 
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ANNEX 16 

Concluding Address by Shri Pakhruddin Ali Ahmed. 
Sinister of Agrioviture,  Government "f India 

I have great pleasure to be able to come here and spend some time with you. 

Tou have discussed a subject of great importance for India and other oountries of 

Asia and the Par East.    Rico is the most important orop of this area.    Ninety per 

cent of tho world's rice is produced and consumed in oountries ertenditg from Japan 

to Iran and the monetary value of the paddy processed by the rice milling industry 

is of the order of 29,000 million dollars for nearly I90 million tonnes of rice. 

Again rice contributes approximately I5 per cent to the gross national product of 

India,  Indonesia and Thailand, 39 per cent to the gross national product of Burma 

and 7Ì- per cent to the gross national product  of Korea and Ceylon.    In addition, 

ourrently a break-through in rico production is rapidly taking plaoe in several 

oountries of this region as a result of the introduction of now high yielding 

varieties together with the multiple cropping pattern and intensification and 

improvement of agricultural practices.    I must,  therefore,  in the first instanco, 

congratulate the UNIDO,  PAO and ECAPE on their decision to hold suoh an important 

and timely Seminar and to afford the honour to India to be the host country.    The 

Seminar has undoubtedly helped to focus attention on all problems connected with 

rice technology. 

I have lisxened with great intres   and advantage ir, the recommendations and 

conclusions which you have arrived at after your discussions over five days.    I am 

impressed with their practioal content and the stress on finding urgent solutions 

to the related problems through the application of scienoe and technology.    I have 

noted with particular interest the conlusions that the i nor ease in the production 

of paddy is no assurance of a corresponding increase in the quantity of rioe and 

that to achieve fruitful results urgent action mainly on the following fronts is 

required: 

(i)      To create adequate and modern storage facilities for paddy 

and rioe; 
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(ii)    To expand and m> derni;-,e facilities for processing and present 

quantities of rice and future increases in rice production; 

(iii)    To prevent avoidable losses and to obtain the maximum recovery 

of rice and ensure improved quality of out-turn;    and 

(iv)    To make full and efficient use of th^ by-product like bran 

and husk 

I have also not od the emphasis vhich you have laid upon the nutrition of poorer 

classes in th: rice growing countries on rice a3 a najor source of food.    I feel, 

now that the spectre of hunger has practically disappeared from the scene as a 

result of the dramatic and successful break-through in agricultural production over 

the pest yaars,  more attention to the quality of food of the poorer sections will 

have to be paid through adoption of such processes as parboiling of rice and raising 

income levels of large tactions of rural population dependent on rioe economy in 

oountries of Asia and Par East through the implementation of various recommendations 

made by you to reduce the field and post-harvest losses in rice and to make eoonomio 

use of the by-product of rice.    We in India have realized the existence of tho vast 

potential for improving the entire post-harvest handling and processing of rice from 

threshing and drying to storage,  processing,  packaging and marketing,   so as to 

derive an improved out-turn ratio, a superior quality of milled product,  cleaner by- 

products of greater value,  lower cost per tonne of processing and handling and 

reduction of wastage and storage losses thus securing better economic return to 

the producers and processors.    Por achieving these objectives we heve already taken 

some steps such as: 

(i)    initially importing and setting up of seven rice mills of 

improved designa in different parts of the country: 

(ii)    indigenous fabrication and manufacture of machinery of improved 

deßign 

(iii)    setting up of parboiling units consisting of latest designs 

developed by the Central Pood Technological Research Institute, 

Mysore; 

(iv) appropriato programmes for training of technical and managerial 

personnel in different aspects of modern rice mills; and 
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i 
(v)    suitable legislative measures under which moderni «at i cm of 

existing huiler,  shellor-cum-huller and better huiler units 
has been made obligatory. 

In implementing this programme we have received help from various U.I. agencies 

and other international organizations.    We shall be glad to share with you the 

experience whioh we have gained in the field for the benefit of other developing 

oountries through collaborative efforts.    At the same time, as it appears fro« the 

reooMsndations made in the Seminar, tho experience of establishment of modern rice 

mils in India and other oountries of the region has demonstrated the oritioal 

importance of various factors such as pre-investment surveys, pilot studies, proper 

planning of the looation,  selection of the types of unit suitable for the area, and 

availability of adequate finanoe etc.    These steps will ensure that the projects 

drawn up are eoonomioally feasible and give the maximum results.    It is here that 

the role of specialized agencies of the United Hâtions is of great importance.    I 

express the hope that while there are more collaborative efforts nnongst rioe-growing 

oountries for developing rice processing industries through exchange of knowledge 

and information through bilateral and multilateral arrangements,  specialised agencies 

of United Hâtions and developed countries   ould help the developing oountries with 

assistanoe in terms of men, material and equipment to enable th¡? latter to develop 

the rioe processing industries as early as practicable so that full advantage of 

the latest soientifio and technological development is obtained by these oountries. 

Further, steps need to be taken to augment the resources of the developing countries 

to enable them to conduct the research and create training facilities for the 

adoption of the teohnclogy suitable to the local conditions which your Seminar has 
oonoluded differ from country to country. 

In conclusion I should say that rice, being a dominant factor in the economies 

of most of the oountries of Asia and Far East, as also some of the countries in 

Afrioa and South America whose representatives have gathered here to participate 

in the Seminar, development of rioe processing industry should not only be given 

the greatest consideration by the national government of the various rioe growing 

oountries in formulation of their national policies but specialised agencie* of the 

United Rations should also give this matter a high degree of importance in formu- 

lation of their plans and programmes for economic development of these oountries. 
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This will enable large sections of population of these areas who are dependent on 

these crops and const tute nearly half of mankind to lead a better lifo. I will 

indeed w. tch with interest the implementation of the recommendations made by you 

in the Seminar. The Government of India, on its part, will be happy to help in 

the implementation of the useful and practical recommendations and to offer such 

assistance as our sister contri es in this region anu the specialized U.N. agencies 

feel we might be in a position'to give. 

In the end, I ttonk UNIDO, PAO, ECAPE for holding this Seminar. I ahould like 

to express the hope that similar seminars on development of other aspects of the 

food industry which is of such great importance to the countries in these regions 

will be arranged. The development of th se industries will help to generate 

employment and raise income and levels of rural people thus enabling to close the 

gap in nutrition and in incomes between the people of the different countries to 

usher in an era of real peace and prosperity. 






